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You know that law firm you call where
everything is always under control?
They’re probably using Smokeball
Your small law firm will love how Smokeball creates an organized,
team-wide, view of all your matters including every relevant email,
document, date and file note. Our automated form and letter library will
save you time, and because Smokeball is cloud-based, your team can work
confidently from anywhere knowing they have access to everything.
Smokeball. It’s the engine behind successful small law firms.

(855) 668-3206
www.smokeball.com

FROM THE EDITOR

One More Down and
One to Go
BY R A LEIGH D. K A LBFLEISCH

I

have only this and one more
issue left to publish and my stint
as Editor-in-Chief of the Brief is
done; at least this time. I know that
the ‘thank you’s’ are often saved for
the last Editor’s Page of the year but
since the next Editorial Board meeting consists of cocktails at a local
watering hole, I may need to devote
my next Editor’s page to making
fun of the other Board members, so
I wanted to make sure to show my
appreciation now. Seriously though,
this year has been a whirlwind of
last minute submissions, chasing
down news stories, article modifications, citation checking (and,
NO, Wikipedia is still not a credible
source for citation in a legal article)
and trying to think of a subject for
my Editor’s Page; which was due
yesterday. I don’t want to forget to
thank everyone that has written an
article, news story and piece for the
Brief this year. I cannot name them
all, but without all of those folks that
took time out of their busy schedules
to sit down and write, I would have
had lots more time on my hands.
I also want to thank our Editorial
Board members for showing up for
the meetings, free lunches or not,
contributing to our discussions and
for ‘volunteering’ to write those last
minute articles needed to fill the
pages of our magazine. I particularly

want to thank our regular column
contributors: James McCluskey,
Lynn Cavallo, Terry Benshoof,
Brenda Carroll, Leslie Monahan,
Cindy Allston, Michael Sitrick,
Azam Nizamuddin, and Cecilia
Najera. Please note these names
are in no particular order so don’t
get tweaked if I didn’t think of your
name first. It is more likely that,
if your name is at the beginning of
the list, your particular column was
late, again, and I had just sent you
an email wondering when I could
expect your piece so your particular
name came to mind right away. Late
or not, thanks again. Then there are
Christopher Maurer and Jonathan
Crannell. What can I say about the
guys who put together the Grief but,
WOW! This was such a fun issue
and your respective twisted senses
of humor combined with an ability
to photoshop the heck out of a picture made that issue a ton of fun to
put together. Guys, I can assure you
that in-coming Editor Christine
McTigue will come knocking again
next year for your help. Speaking
of Christine, she has been great
to work with and I want to let her
know that I am ready to offer any
help she needs next year. She can
just look for me at the board meetings at my usual spot back in the
‘snark corner’ with John Pcolinski.

I have to say I am looking forward to
being able to make fun of the absent
board members and Tony Abear
during the whole meeting instead of
at the very end when most everyone
has already ducked out. The person
to whom I owe the most thanks is
Jacki Hamler. Jacki is already used
to herding cats masquerading as
lawyers but, without her immeasurable patience, attention to detail,
expertise and tact (yes, tact since I
sometimes say what I think when I
shouldn’t) she has helped me get the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Raleigh is currently a solo practitioner
with a concentration in family law. She
is a graduate of Purdue University and
the Quinnipiac University School of
Law and she spent her last year of law
school as a visiting student at ChicagoKent College of Law. She is an active
member of the ISBA, DuPage County
Bar Association and the Family Law
Committee. She is the Second Vice
President for the DuPage Association
of Women Lawyers, a Director and the
Treasurer for the DuPage County Bar
Foundation and member of the Family
Violence Coordinating Counsel Judicial
and Law Enforcement subcommittee.
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R.I.P., Old Illinois Small Estate Affidavit:
Gunned Down by Creditor’s Lobbyists
For decades, the Illinois Small Estate Affidavit has helped deceased client families with modest estates to avoid
probate. The Small Estate Affidavit (SEA) has been a great tool to lighten the court dockets and provide
efficient and prompt authorization for the distribution of estates with less than $100,000 of remaining assets.
That has all changed. Now, a family member of the deceased who signs the SEA must be on the hook for
unknown or unknowable creditors and creditor’s attorney fees.
In the new document the family member affiant promises, “By signing this affidavit,
I agree to indemnify and hold harmless all creditors of the decedent’s estate,
the decedent’s heirs and legatees, and other persons, corporations, or financial
institutions relying upon this affidavit that incur any loss because of reliance on
this affidavit up to the amount lost because of any act or omission by me. I further
understand that any person, corporation, or financial institution recovering under
this indemnification provision shall be entitled to reasonable attorney fees and
expenses of recovery.”
We can no longer recommend that anyone sign this new version of the SEA. There is too high a risk of
future liability from unknown creditors. An “honest and reliable” affiant accepts full liability for unpaid
debts, attorney fees, and costs. Creditors are given a statute of limitations that runs two full years from the
date of the decedent’s death.
Please read the new statutory form.
We now recommend probate as the wise choice for the family
representative. It’s sad to say good-bye to an old reliable friend...
We will miss the old SEA form.
Rick L. Law, Esq.

Diana Law, Rick Law & Zach Hesselbaum

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

An Amazing Year
BY LY NN C. CAVA LLO

W

hat a year! I never expected that so many great
ideas would become such
amazing achievements. Yet, how could
they not? So many of you did so much
with such enthusiasm and commitment it was inevitable.
I am proud to say that we are now
an even more dynamic association than
ever before. And this is a win for both
our members and our profession. Our
substantive law committees are now
sections which provide more leadership
positions in a number of areas thereby
creating more opportunities for member involvement and satisfaction. This
structure will enhance quality of education for members and a greater quantity of overall educational offerings.
The bottom line is we will accomplish
bigger and better things with you and
for you.
Our new lawyers are now the
New Lawyers Division that umbrellas
a Leadership Council with a focus on
continuing education, communication and networking. The Division
will interface with the Board and
DCBA Sections to ensure that the
needs of new lawyers are aggressively
addressed and met. And while issues
such as law school debt, the lack of
practice-ready skills and the shortage
of quality jobs still exist, we will remain proactive. To this end, our new
dues structure makes membership

more affordable for lawyers through
the first few years of practice and incentivizes attendance by decreasing
dues with participation in CLE programs and events.
Not to go unmentioned, the
Public Interest and Education
Commission, or P.I.E. Commission,
is our new bridge to our communities
and the vehicle for intense community
outreach. The structure and leadership
of the Commission is now in place and
formulating a plan. I am confident
that it will positively impact public perception of our profession.
This year we experienced camaraderie in a variety of ways with many
positive results. Judges’ Nite was a
huge success. The silent auction resulted in a donation to Legal Aid in an
amount in excess of $9,000. Lawyers
Lending a Hand spearheaded an overwhelmingly successful blood drive
on April 30th that netted 97 pints of
blood. Grand Marshal Little Max,
was and is, an inspiration to all of us.
This year’s Mega Meeting hosted 197
CLE attendees and was the forum
for Chief Judge Kathryn Creswell’s
first State of the Courthouse Address.
And soon after, all attorneys were afforded WiFi access within the Judicial
Center. The Human Race, sponsored
by the DCBF, was a success followed
by our Law Day celebration on April
29th. Commemorating the 800th

Anniversary of the Magna Carta, June
15, 2015, Justice Anne Burke delivered the keynote address and Dr.
Richard Jorgensen was awarded the
Liberty Bell Award. Many of our members were also recognized for their selfless pro bono representation of the indigent. They are to be commended.
Today we are a better and improved DCBA engineered by the generous donation of time by so many
members and the channeling of their
creative energy. This coupled with
the hard work and dedication of the
DCBA staff guarantees DCBA a bright
future. Tony Blair said it well when he
said, “Leaders lead. But in the end it’s
the people who delivered.” And I am
proud to say you all delivered!
So as I conclude my term as
President in this my last message, I
will heed the wise advice of Abraham
Lincoln. “The time comes upon every
public man when it is best for him to
keep his lips closed.” My time begins
now. Thank you all and God Bless. □

Lynn C. Cavallo, currently an Assistant
State’s Attorney in the Felony Division,
received her JD from Loyola University
School of Law and was in private practice in DuPage County concentrating
in areas of Real Estate, Estate Planning
and Probate prior to joining the SAO
in 2006.
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The DCBA Brief is a publication of the
DuPage County Bar Association
126 South County Farm Road
Wheaton Illinois 60187
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Lynn C. Cavallo
President

James J. Laraia

magazine published each month. I
never would have been able to do my
job without Jacki. The next Editor,
and all Editors after that will be very
fortunate to have Jacki as their righthand woman. A word to the wise;
listen to Jacki. Your year will go so

much smoother. I have thoroughly
enjoyed my time as Editor and
would be more than happy to do it
again someday. Readers, I hope you
enjoy this issue of the DCBA Brief.
Until next month…. Enjoy the sun.
□
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Have you taken advantage of our affinity partner programs? The DCBA
has partnered with businesses such as Staples, SurePayroll, LawPay
Credit Card Processing and Guardian Disability Insurance, to provide
exclusive discount rates on products and services that benefit
attorneys and their firms.

The DCBA Brief is the Journal of the DuPage County Bar Association (“DCBA”). Unless otherwise
stated, all content herein is the property of the DCBA and may not be reprinted in whole or
in part without the express permission of the DCBA. ©2015 DCBA. Opinions and positions
expressed in articles appearing in the DCBA Brief are those of the authors and not necessarily
those of the DCBA or any of its members. Neither the authors nor the publisher are rendering
legal or other professional advice and this publication is not a substitute for the advice of an
attorney. Publication Guidelines: All submitted materials are subject to acceptance and editing
by the Editorial Board of the DCBA Brief. Material submitted to the DCBA Brief for possible
publication must conform with the DCBA Brief’s Writers Guidelines which are available at
dcbabrief.org. Advertising and Promotions: All advertising is subject to approval. Approval and
acceptance of an advertisement does not constitute an endorsement or representation of any
kind by the DCBA or any of its members. Contact information: All Articles, comments, criticisms
and suggestions should be directed to the editors at email@dcbabrief.org.
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Hon. R. Peter Grometer, (Ret.)

ADR Systems welcomes
Hon. R. Peter Grometer, (Ret.)
ADR Systems is delighted to add Hon. R. Peter Grometer, (Ret.) to our panel of mediators and
arbitrators.
A former Presiding Justice of the Second District Appellate Court and a former Chief Judge
of the 16th Judicial Circuit Court, Justice Grometer is recognized for his intellect, even
temperament and highly-regarded opinion writing ability. With decades of experience
resolving a variety of matters — including insurance coverage, medical malpractice, workers’
compensation, and construction — Justice Grometer excels in building consensus and
handling complex cases.
For more information on Justice Grometer, call us at 312.960.2260 or visit us at
www.adrsystems.com

INBRIEF
BY TER R ENCE BENSHOOF AND K ATIE M AY

I

nBrief reminds all our DCBA
members, as this issue of the
DCBA Brief roars off the presses,
that June is annual membership renewal time. Together we can continue
serving the bench, bar, and the public
in the coming year by renewing membership and paying our dues. Ready to
go a little above and beyond? Become a
sustaining member; add some coin for
Legal Aid and the DCBF when you receive your invoices.
April saw a number of our members racing for a cause. The NIUsponsored Race Judicata and the
Human Race which raised money for
the DuPage Bar Foundation were both
successful events with DCBA well-represented. We thank all the hardy souls
who braved the weather to run.
The Lawyers’ Assistance Program
annual dinner honored former DCBA
President, Rick Felice with their
Executive Director’s Award. Keynote
speaker for the event was Judge Robert
Anderson.
June marks the proverbial passing
of the DCBA gavel, as Lynn Cavallo
hands the reins to Jay Laraia. Ted
Donner moves to the “on deck” circle, and Gerry Cassioppi and Matt
Pfeiffer begin focusing on their future
leadership roles.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

It’s June! Summer is joining us
once again, with the Installation
Dinner taking place on June 4, and the

DCBA Golf outing scheduled for July 9
at the Naperville Country Club. These
DCBA events help keep the Association

DCBA Team for NIU’s Race Judicata- Kate Guensburg, Carmel Huseman, and Katie
Haskins Becker with NIU Law Dean Jennifer Rosato Perea.

J. Nelson Wood, Rick Felice, Judge Robert Anderson
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INBRIEF
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9
vibrant, so a big turn-out is very important. See Where to Be for more details on the Installation; we hope to see
all of our readers there.
People Notes: Tonya Parravano
has joined Haskin, Corrigan & Tabis
as a partner, with the firm name changing to Haskin, Corrigan, Tabis &
Parravano, at the same office address in
Wheaton.
And Larry LaVanway has become
of counsel to Lofgren & Wentworth,
moving his real estate practice to downtown Glen Ellyn.
Meanwhile, our own esteemed
incoming Editor-in-Chief, Christine
McTigue, has joined the ranks of
Illinois Leading Lawyers. Christine was
recognized in a Leading Lawyer survey
as one of the top ten women civil appellate attorneys.
Nick Nelson has “directed” himself into the opening of his solo practice

in Villa Park, sharing space with Jim
Reichardt.
Perkins & Zayed has welcomed
Harold Conick as of Counsel to their
firm, at their offices in the Danada area
of Wheaton.
New Members InBrief welcomes
these new members to the DCBA:
Attorneys: Jeanette G. Badrov,
Superior Ambulance Services;
Natalia Bartkowiak, Blacha Law
Office LLC; Neil A. Benchell,
Bishop Diehl & Lee; Daniel D.
Caminiti, Mevorah Law Offices
LLC; Paula C. Ciesielski, Office
of the State’s Attorney; David
E. Do, Morgan Stanley Wealth
Management; Thomas E. Grotta,
Grotta & Associates, P.C.; Chad
M. Hayward, Law Offices of Chad
M. Hayward; Borjau Kovacevic,
Bryant Gomer & Associates LLC;
John R. Krafcisin; Steven J.

Malman, Malman Law; Richard
W. McLaren, Jr.; Anthony R.
Pasquini, Office of the State’s
Attorney; Donato Pesce; William
R. Pokorny, Franczek Radelet
P.C.; James E. Priestley, Mevorah
Law Offices LLC; Ajay N. Shah,
Globetrotters
Engineering
Corporation;
Constance
R.
Sherrod, The Sherrod Law Firm,
Ltd; Lauren M. Waidzunas,
Cunningham, Meyer & Vedrine;
Emma L. Yates. Student Members:
Karen Tayong; Amanda Walsh;
Nancy Kasko; Victoria Muller;
Alexa Cussic; Jennifer M. Rieger;
Bobby Greene; Matt Walker;
Zach Keller; Elyse Oskvarek;
Jake Kreutcer; Michelle Thomas;
Collin Smith; Katherine Kargl;
David B. Connell; Jenell Marie
Sonney. □

The Illinois Trial Court Divorce Digest reports selected trial court decisions in the Illinois family law courts on a
monthly basis. Decisions included are from Cook, DuPage, Lake, Will and other counties. The publisher, Maol Murray
Sloan, began publishing the Digest online in March of 2010.
The decisions cover the gamut of issues including property allocation, maintenance, custody, child support, attorney
fees, etc. The publication features profiles of Judges, attorneys and experts involved in each case.
The Digest is the only publication of its kind in the country. It educates and informs in real-time as to how Judges are
dealing with the complex, sometimes contentious and life-changing decisions they make on an everyday basis in the
domestic relations court of Illinois.
You may subscribe via credit card by visiting www.illinoisdivorcedigest.com. Alternatively, you may subscribe by
sending a check in the amount of $250 to:
Illinois Divorce Digest
P.O. Box 64876
Chicago, IL 60664-0876
If you have any questions, please call our Staff Assistant, Colleen Wilson, at 312-332-3773, or email us at
illinoisdivorcedigest@gmail.com.
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Introducing the DCBA’s
New Lawyer Division
BY TED A. DONNER

W

hen Lynn Cavallo was
sworn in as President of
the DCBA in June, 2014,
she focused her acceptance speech on
an unusually serious concern for such
events. Cavallo didn’t emphasize her
theme for the year or a new social event
she had planned. Instead, she talked
about the difficult environment new
lawyers were finding themselves in and
the ways in which all of us, as members
of the bar association, should be stepping up to address that problem.
“Too few jobs are available which
can support the law school debt of
new graduates,” she said. “In 2011, a
mere 55% of graduates had full time
employment that required a law degree nine months after graduation.
Exacerbate this climate with the lack
of skills and training [that comes with
that and] the aging population of currently practicing attorneys, particularly
in smaller, more rural communities
and we have the perfect storm — fewer
attorneys and even fewer experienced
ones.” Cavallo pointed to recent studies which show that a lack of training
and opportunity for new lawyers will
eventually impact the profession as
a whole. She pointed out that we all
have a vested interest in ensuring new
lawyers are afforded ways to “bridge
the academic to practice gap” and she

Mentoring pair, Elizabeth Boddy and Afsha Gillani
encouraged others to join her in making that effort a priority for the bar
association.
The New Lawyer Division
(“NLD”) is in many ways a manifestation of that vision for the DCBA.
Membership in NLD is open to lawyers in their first seven years of practice.
DCBA makes free membership available at the outset and discounted rates
available in later years for new lawyers
who participate in CLE workshops and
other bar activities. NLD is headed by
a new Leadership Council made up of
new lawyers actively involved in improving and developing programs for

the Division’s members.“These programs are part of the heart of DCBA,”
said Kiley Whitty, who presented
the initial proposal for NLD to the
Planning Committee. They focus on
“greater opportunities for leadership
in DCBA [and] greater benefits for our
membership.”
Jennifer Burdette is serving as this
coming year’s NLD chair. “I am excited,” she said. “I’m excited because, as

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
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Resources. Experience. Depth.
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W

e have the expertise and ability to handle large,

complex cases, including business litigation, construction
disputes, contested estates and trusts, guardianships,
employment matters, domestic relations and general
civil litigation. Based in Wheaton, our practice is
regional in scope and includes state and federal courts,
administrative agencies and other tribunals.

1755 S Naperville Rd, Wheaton, IL 60189 (630) 221-1755

DCBA’S NEW LAW YER DIVISION
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
a new lawyer coming from law school
into the work force, I know this is a
program that can help a lot with the
transition. Going from law student to
lawyer, it’s paramount to have good
CLE and other resources available to
you, like the mentoring program and
other programs we’re putting together.
We’re going to be doing a lot this next
year. We’ll have the mentoring program, basic skills workshops and the
happy hours and we’ll be bringing in
a lot of more senior lawyers to speak.
We’ve got a lot planned to better serve
law students and new lawyers coming
into the DuPage area.”
The Mentoring Program is of particular importance to the new NLD
structure. Mentoring was found to be
an important resource for new lawyers
in a study conducted by the ISBA this
last year and its importance is something Chief Judge Kathryn Creswell
has emphasized since her term began
in 2014. She is also a member of the
Illinois Supreme Court Commission
on Professionalism, which has itself
taken a strong lead in advocating for
the importance of mentoring in the
legal profession.1 “When you see the
older lawyers at work in the courthouse,” Chief Judge Creswell said,
“they’re respectful of their opposing
counsel, of their clients and the court,
of everyone around them. Those are
the lawyers whose trials are a delight to
watch and those are the kinds of people that young lawyers should learn
from. If you can have an opportunity
to work alongside a lawyer who has a
1

The Commission maintains a website
page which provides information
about specific programs and about
mentoring in general. See http://
w w w. 2 c i v i l i t y. o rg / p ro gra m s /
mentoring/.

Workshop Interview Fashion Don’ts
lot of experience, who can show you
how to do things and how to behave,
you can learn a lot from that. It’s better
than just reading a book on the subject
or attending a seminar. I had the good
fortune of working with good mentors
when I was first practicing and there’s
just nothing that compares with that.”
“I’m a product of the mentoring
program myself,” said Burdette. “I
joined the mentoring program in 2012
after I graduated and I got a job out
of the mentoring program. Rebecca
Laho was my mentor and she offered
me a position with the firm a couple
of months into the program. At first,
Rebecca and I went to lunch together
a few times. The first time was at the
Saint Patrick’s Day luncheon and then
I went to a DAWL Judges’ Reception
with her. She introduced to me to a lot
of DuPage lawyers and she talked to me
about the practice. We talked about client interviews and the basics of family

law. She walked me through the process of getting things filed in court, presentations, how to work with opposing
counsel and talk to the judge, I learned
a lot from the experience.”
Members of DCBA’s New Lawyer
Division are also invited to an array
of other activities The New Lawyer
Division hosts a monthly happy hour
which is sponsored by Greg Wildman’s
company, OVC Online Marketing,
Jensen Litigation and ADR Systems.
The 2016 Mega Meeting is expected
to include additional programming
focused on the needs of new lawyers. And the Division is considering hosting another interviewing
and job workshop for new lawyers, as
it has in recent years. Lindsay Stella,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Ask A Lawyer Day and
Middle School Mock Trials

s part of the DCBA’s celebration of Law Day, Ask
A Lawyer Day was held on
April 25th at the DCBA office. Ask
A Lawyer is a public service; the volunteer’s role is to advise the callers
of the steps they can take to resolve
their legal problems. If the caller
needs additional legal services, the
volunteer advises the caller to contact his or her lawyer or is referred to
the DCBA Lawyer Referral Service

where they can receive a referral via
the website or call the office on the
next business day
This year, the following lawyers took time on a Saturday to
serve as volunteers for this worthwhile project: Danielle Jaeschke,
Lisa Knauf, Christina Morrison,
Amy Riley, Rickey Spiece, Edwin
Trinta and Emma Yates.
The Middle School Mock Trials
took place on Friday, May 1, another

Law Day annual event. The schools
participating in this scripted event
were: St. Joseph Catholic School,
Stratford Middle School, Whittier
Elementary School and Wood
Dale Junior High. Our volunteer
judges for the day were: Donald
J. Peters, Josh Ladwig, Daniel
Porter, Amalia Romano, Jeremiah
Stephan, Desiree Allen, Lindsay
Jurgensen, Marc A. Bangser, Jane
Nagle and Clarissa Myers. □

DCBA’S NEW LAW YER DIVISION
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
who chaired New Lawyers when the
jobs workshop was first introduced,
is among those glad to see a Division
being formed. “The New Lawyers
Committee was fundamental in my
not only getting employed but also in
getting me involved in the community,” said Stella. “The workshop we
put together allowed new lawyers, most
of whom were not employed, to come
in to practice their interview skills and
meet prospective employers. It’s programs like this that are important to
new lawyers.”
Patrick Boland, who will be
serving as Vice Chair this next year in
preparation for his own stint as NLD
Chair in 2016, shares that sentiment.
“The New Lawyer Division is here
to assist recent law school graduates
through the transition,” he said. “Our

role is to help them through that by
introducing them socially to others
in the legal community, by introducing them to what more senior lawyers
have learned about the profession and
its ethical requirements, and through
continuing legal education and other
resources.”
During the years leading up
to her presidency, Cavallo spent
a great deal of time talking about
these plans for DCBA with Second
District Appellate Court Justice Ann
Jorgensen, who herself served as cochair, with Dennis J. Orsey, of the
ISBA’s Special Committee on the
Impact of Law School Debt on the
Delivery of Legal Services. Jorgensen
shares Cavallo’s belief that programs
like this need to be developed for new
lawyers and the two thus met a great

many times to discuss what directions DCBA should be taking. “New
lawyers need the skills and qualities
that often only come with experience,” said Jorgensen, “but there are
a great many ways that older, more
experienced lawyers can help them
get those skills and that experience. I
was glad to hear what Lynn was planning to focus on during her term as
DCBA President and I’m excited by
what’s coming of that effort. There’s
a lot of work ahead for the DCBA’s
New Lawyer Division and I look forward to seeing what they do with this.
New lawyers need groups like this to
work with, particularly in the climate
we’re in now, so the fact that DCBA
is recognizing that need and doing
something about it is something to be
applauded.” □
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So You Want To Be a Lawyer
BY JAY M. R EESE

T

his year I, along with three
other intrepid souls, forayed
into the DuPage Middle
School arena for DCBA’s Lawyer
Outreach; part of the overall Law
Day Program. Laura Urbik Kern
went to Immanuel Lutheran of
Elmhurst to speak to the 6th Grade
class; Cynthia Pietrucha went to
Whittier Elementary of Downers
Grove and spoke to the 6th Grade
class, I went to St. Joseph Catholic
School of Aurora and spoke to the
7th Grade class and Clarissa Myers
went to Wood Dale Junior High and
spoke to the 7th Grade class.
What insightful probing questions were fielded? What gems of
wisdom were disbursed? Well, the
Chair of this year’s Bankruptcy
Committee told me that, “the first
question they will ask you is — How
much do you make? “ And, sure
enough it was the very first question I got. My answer was to tell
them that for the first several years
as an attorney, I earned less than
the AT & T Service Technician, the
Dockworker (my summer employment during law school), and many
trades’ people such as Carpenters,
Electricians, Plumbers and X-ray
Technicians. I explained that, much
like the Sports or Entertainment

Industry, there was a pyramid of
earnings with very few lawyers at
the top having the highest earnings.
I related to them how, when I was
graduating law school, there were
VISTA (Volunteers in Service to
America) Lawyers who earned practically nothing and that even today
we have Legal Aid Attorneys who
again are not as highly paid as Fast
Food Restaurant Managers. Many
attorneys, such as those attorneys
who work for Legal Aid and Prairie
States are not motivated by high
earnings potential but by serving
those who may not have the means
to hire a private attorney.
I told my students about John
F. Kennedy, who as president, motivated me when he said, “Ask not
what your country can do for you,
but rather ask what you can do for
your country.” They also asked me
how long it took to become a lawyer. The answer was seven years
after high school and 400 pages of
reading a week in law school with
very tiny print. I suggested that eyeglasses were essential after 3 years of
this.
The outreach program was an
opportunity to explain how the
Law is woven through every activity we pursue. We discussed how

our laws protect our rights and
have evolved since our Constitution
was framed. We talked about how
Slavery had once been legal and
each slave counted as less than a person for determining Congressional
representation for states until the
Emancipation Proclamation was
signed; that women did not have
the right to vote until 1920, when
the Constitutional Amendment
first drafted by Susan B. Anthony
in 1878 was finally ratified by the
states of the United States.
A week after my talk I received
15 hand written letters from the students. Every letter expressed thanks
for coming to their classroom, telling them about how to become a
lawyer and about being a Lawyer.
Several of the students said that they
wanted to become lawyers. Hope
springs eternal. □
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DCBA Celebrates The Magna Carta
And Its Legacy

L

e Jardin at Cantigny Park
was the site of this year’s
annual celebration of Law
Day. On April 29, 2015 a packed
room enjoyed the camaraderie
and comments of Supreme Court
Justice Anne M. Burke. Justice
Burke had clearly done her homework as she shared literally dozens
of little known facts not only about
the history of The Magna Carta but
also about its current and historic
role in our legal system and citations to it by US Courts and other
noteworthy individuals.
In addition to the keynote speech, the luncheon featured awards presented by Legal
Assistance Foundation president,
Mike Scalzo to those individual
lawyers who had completed pro
bono representation in family law
matters where they had volunteered
50 or more and in one case 100 or
more hours of service. Receiving
awards for 50 or more hours were
Ronald J. Broida of Broida and
Nichele, Mark R. Farrow of Fay,
Farrow & Associates, P.C., Ashley
M. Haws (posthumously) of
Davi Law Group, LLC, Debra A.
McCoy of Calabrese Associates,
P.C., Joseph F. Mirabella, Jr.
of Mirabella, Kincaid, Frederick
& Mirabella, LLC, Wendy M.
Musielak of Esp, Kreuzer, Cores

18
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Christina Morrison, Justice Anne Burke, Lynn Cavallo, Patrick Boland and
Leslie Monahan.

Legal Aid Pro Bono award recipients with 50 hours or more of legal assistance.

LLP and Margaret O’Connell of
A. Traub & Associates. Meghen
K. Williams of Brooks, Tarulis &
Tibble, LLC was recognized for
completing a pro bono assignment
of more than 100 hours.
The final award of the day was
the Liberty Bell Award given annually to a lay person who has devoted
substantial time and effort toward
attaining and maintaining justice
in these areas: Promoting a better
understanding of our Constitution
and the Bill of Rights; Encouraging
greater respect for law and the
courts; Stimulating a deeper sense
of individual responsibility so that
citizens recognize their duties as
well as their rights; Contributing
to the effective functioning of our
institutions of government; and
Fostering better understanding and
appreciation of the rule of law.
This year’s recipient is Dr.
Richard Jorgensen who is the
DuPage County Coroner. In presenting the award, former DCBA
President, Jack Donahue noted the
many accomplishments that made
Dr. Jorgensen his nominee for the
Liberty Bell Award.
“This award is given to
non-lawyers who promote civil
liberties, encourage respect for the
law, who stimulate a deep sense of
individual responsibility, who contribute to the functioning of our
governmental institutions and who
foster an appreciation for the rule
of law. No one fits these high standards better than Rich Jorgensen,
the first medical doctor to serve as
our coroner.
When Rich became aware of the
proliferation of heroin abuse in our
area, as a medical doctor he took it
upon himself to start issuing prescriptions for Narcan, an incredibly

Patrick Boland, Christina Morrison, Lynn Cavallo with Liberty Bell Award recipient,
Dr. Richard Jorgensen and his nominator Jack Donahue
effective antidote in overdose cases.
Thereafter, in conjunction with
other county officials, he developed
a training program for all police
departments to administer the antidote. He worked with the police,
the health department, and the
State’s Attorney’s Office. Because
of his efforts, every police squad in
the county has Narcan available. To
date, 50 lives have been saved.
Rich is now working with legislators to create civil immunity for
administering police officers and
is co-chair of Senator Mark Kirk’s
Anti-Heroin Task Force. That group
works with the Justice Department
and the FDA to increase the accessibility of the antidote.
Rich Jorgensen has spoken in
over 50 high school and community informational events about the
scourge of heroin and the remedy
for overdosing.
The DuPage Narcan Project
has been used as a model for a
law by Senator Tom Cullerton
for statewide expansion. Rich has

also worked in conjunction with
Senator Connolly on a bill to allow
school nurses to be trained in the
use of Naloxone or Narcan in the
case of overdosing in schools. Prior
to this legislation, school nurses
would not have been able to respond. This bill passed the Senate
unanimously and is currently in
the house. There, Rich testified
for Representative Grant Wehrli.
Additionally, Dr. Jorgensen has testified for and worked closely with
Representative Lou Lang who has
conducted statewide hearings about
the heroin and opiate crisis in an
attempt to formulate a statewide
statute.
Incidentally, in his spare time
Rich takes an occasional trip to do
charity work in the Philippines and
to run Honor Flights to Washington
DC for our aged veterans.
It is wonderful that the Bar has
recognized his many accomplishments and understands that this is a
man who fosters an appreciation for
the rule of law.” □
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The Law Firm of Momkus McCluskey, LLC has served the DuPage County
community for the past twenty-five years. The firm accepts referrals
and co-counsel relationships in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial and General Civil Litigation
Business, Corporate and Transactional
Insurance Litigation and Coverage
Financing, Loans and Commercial Real Estate
Banking Law
Healthcare Law and Regulatory Compliance
Family Law
Estate Planning
Environmental Law
Employment
Appeals

For more information, please contact one of the firm’s members,
Ed Momkus, Jim McCluskey, Jim Marsh, Angelo Spyratos,
Kimberly Davis, or Jim Harkness.

1001 Warrenville Road, Suite 500, Lisle, IL 60532 • Tel: 630.434.0400 • Fax: 630.434.0444 • www.momlaw.com
221 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2050, Chicago, IL 60601 • Tel: 312.345.1955 • Fax: 312.419.1546 • www.momlaw.com
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Illinois Lawyer Professional Liability Insurance

A Summer Medley: The Superior Rights
Doctrine, Power of Attorney for Property,
and Estate Planning for the Art Collector
BY MICH A EL R. SITR ICK

J

une is my absolute favorite time of year. Everything
has come to life and is in full bloom once again.
Daylight is abundant. And the weather is warm and
pleasant without the burden of July and August’s oppressive heat and humidity. If you’re anything like me,
this is the time of year in which you feel the most eager
to be active and, consequently, the least motivated to be
professionally productive.
Yet, here we are — me writing and you reading.
Fortunately, our mutual diligence is not in vain as I
have the pleasure of sharing with you some excellent
articles written by three very fine young lawyers on subjects I believe you will find to be interesting and pertinent. The first article comes from Elizabeth Demonte
and opines on an important family law issue: the case
for a minor child’s guardian overcoming the Superior
Rights Doctrine.The second article, written by Carleton
Yoder, provides an important cautionary reminder to
attorneys unfamiliar with the many hidden pitfalls that
can arise when drafting a “simple” Power of Attorney
for Property for a friend, relative or acquaintance. And
finally, the third article, written by Greta Staat, offers

an insightful primer on tax effective strategies for collectors on the ownership and disposition of artwork.
Enjoy reading and have a wonderful summer! We
are proud to serve you and your practice through this
publication and appreciate your continued readership
and support. □

Michael R. Sitrick is the director of
development for the DuPage Foundation
in Wheaton, Illinois. He received his B.S.
in Business Management and a minor
in Music from Millikin University in
Decatur, Illinois, where he graduated
magna cum laude. He received his Juris
Doctor from Loyola University Chicago
School of Law, where he also earned
a certificate in Trial Advocacy, received two CALI Awards,
was recognized on the Dean’s List multiple semesters, and
was president of Loyola’s chapter of the International Legal
Fraternity of Phi Delta Phi. He is currently vice president of
the Suburban Chicago Planned Giving Council.
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The Best Interests of the Child in
Probate Court: The Case for a Minor
Child’s Guardian Overcoming the
Superior Rights Doctrine
BY ELIZ ABETH A. DEMONTE

T

he twenty-first century has brought significant changes to the traditional American family, which have, in turn, tremendously affected the issues presented before domestic relations courts and probate courts in Illinois. With more children than ever born to unmarried couples, the rise of blended step-parent families and single-parent families, and grandparents
being called upon to raise their grandchildren, the family demographic has certainly transformed.
In a situation where a natural parent comes back for his or her child who had been in the care of a
grandparent or other guardian for many years, a complex legal battle could ensue in which a court
may ultimately determine whether it is best for a child to stay with the guardian or be returned to
the natural parent.
Supreme Court of the United States has decided that
mothers and fathers have superior rights to make decisions
about their children above anyone else, and correspondingly,
a natural parent’s right to custody is superior to a claim by a
third person.1 This “Superior Rights Doctrine” is based on
the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment of the
United States Constitution, which protects the fundamental
right of parents to make decisions as to the care, custody, and
control of their children.2 The presumption that a fit parent’s
decision is in the child’s best interests is described in further
detail in decisions of the Illinois Supreme Court.3
The Illinois Probate Act recognizes that there shall be a
rebuttable presumption that a parent of a minor is willing
1
2

3

24

Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 65 (2000).
Troxel, 530 U.S. 57, 65; See also Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390
(1923); Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925); Prince v.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158 (1944); Stanley v.
Illinois, 405 U.S. 645 (1972).
See Wickham v. Byrne, 199 Ill.2d 309, 315 (2002); Lulay v. Lulay,
193 Ill.2d 455, 470 (2000); Mulay v. Mulay, 225 Ill.2d 601, 610
(2007).
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and able to make and carry out day-to-day child care decisions concerning the minor, but the presumption may be rebutted by a preponderance of the evidence.4 Section 11-5(b) of
the Illinois Probate Act establishes the threshold requirement
that a petitioner must meet before the court can proceed to a
determination of the best interests of the child.5 Whether the
presumption is rebutted necessarily requires an evidentiary
hearing, unless the allegations in the petition would not, if
true, rebut such a presumption.6 In the case of In re A.W.,
the Fifth District Appellate Court held that the circuit court
erred because it should have allowed an evidentiary hearing
to determine whether a step-mother has standing. In other
words, whether a third party could rebut the presumption by
a preponderance of the evidence that a natural mother was able
to make day-to-day child care decisions.7 As a result, in that
4
5
6
7

755 ILCS 5/11-5(b) (West 2012).
In re Guardianship Estate of Tatyanna T., 2012 IL App (1st) 112957,
¶ 21; In re A.W. and Emily R., 2013 IL App (5th) 130104, ¶ 14.
In re A.W., 2013 IL App (5th) 130104, ¶ 16.
In re A.W., 2013 IL App (5th) 130104, ¶ 19.

case, the Court remanded the case for an
Elizabeth A.
be awarded custody.17 Subsequent
evidentiary hearing on whether the preDemonte is an
to Townsend, the Fifth District
sumption was rebutted.8
experienced family
Appellate Court clarified that a
When a child’s natural parent inilaw litigator with
guardian has standing to object to
tially consents to an order appointing a
the Law Offices of
the termination of a guardianship,
third party as the child’s guardian, that
Jeffery M. Leving,
but stated that a guardian who seeks
parent waives his or her right to challenge
Ltd. She has also
to retain custody of the child must
9
the third party’s standing. Prior to its
done significant
first rebut the presumption in favor
amendment in 2011, the Illinois Probate
work on minor child guardianship cases
of the natural parent.18
It was not until January 1,
Act granted standing to a third party,
in probate court. Ms. Demonte received
2011 that the Illinois Probate Act
but only in limited circumstances when
her juris doctor from Loyola University
was amended to codify the legal
the child’s parent consented to guardChicago School of Law and graduated
standard for termination of a guardianship.10 Under the prior version of the
summa cum laude from DePaul
statute, where a parent did not consent
ianship under Section 11-14.1.19
University with a bachelor’s degree in
First, the parent must establish, by
to the original petition for guardianship,
Business Management.
a preponderance of the evidence, that
the grandparent or other third party was
a material change in the circumstances of the minor or the
required to rebut the presumption that the natural parent was
parent has occurred since the entry of the order appointing
willing and able to make day-to-day decisions for the child.11
Section 11-5 of the statute, as amended on January 1, 2011, the guardian.20 If the natural parent can satisfy that burden,
now additionally allows for standing where a parent’s physi- then the burden shifts to the guardian to show by clear and
convincing evidence that the termination of the guardianship
cal custody of the minor has been voluntarily relinquished.12
By adding Section 11-5(b), the legislature appears to have would not be in the best interests of the minor.21 The “best
given third parties, such as grandparents, an opportunity to interests” standard under the Illinois Probate Act is different
seek guardianship of a minor child even where the natural from the “best interest” standard set forth under Section 602
of the Illinois Marriage and Dissolution of Marriage Act.22
parent is not in agreement.13
An analysis of Illinois case law and the Illinois Probate The probate court, in determining the minor child’s best inAct, as amended on January 1, 2011, further reveals an exterests, must consider all relevant factors including: (1) the
pansion of a guardian’s rights when it comes to terminating interaction and interrelationship of the minor with the para guardianship that has already been established.14 Prior to
ent and members of the parent’s household; (2) the ability of
the statutory amendments, In re Custody of Townsend was the
the parent to provide a safe, nurturing environment for the
seminal case that dealt with a third party seeking to retain
minor; (3) the relative stability of the parties and the minor;
custody of a minor child over the superior right of a natural (4) the minor’s adjustment to his or her home, school, and
parent.15 The Illinois Supreme Court, in Townsend, held that
community, including the length of time that the minor has
a third party seeking to obtain or retain custody of a child as
lived with the parent and the guardian; and (5) the nature and
against the natural parent bears the initial burden.16 To satisfy
extent of visitation between the parent and the minor and the
this burden, the third party must demonstrate “good cause
guardian’s ability and willingness to facilitate visitation.23
Even prior to the statutory amendments to the Illinois
or reason to overcome” the superior rights doctrine and show
that it is in the best interest of the child that the third party Probate Act effective January 1, 2011, Illinois courts had already acknowledged that the accepted presumption of the
8
In re A.W., 2013 IL App (5th) 130104, ¶ 20.
superior rights of a natural parent in the care, custody, and
9
In re Guardianship of Jordan M., 351 Ill.App.3d 700, 704 (4th Dist.
control of a child is not absolute.24 In the case of In re R.L.S.,
2004).
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

In re Guardianship Estate of Tatyanna T., 2012 IL App (1st) 112957,
¶ 26.
In re Guardianship Estate of Tatyanna T., 2012 IL App (1st) 112957,
¶ 26.
In re Guardianship Estate of Tatyanna T., 2012 IL App (1st) 112957,
¶ 22.
755 ILCS 11-5(b).
755 ILCS 11-14.1 (West 2012).
In re Custody of Townsend, 86 Ill.2d 502 (1981), overruled on other
grounds by In re R.L.S., 218 Ill.2d 428, 447 (2006).
In re Custody of Townsend, 86 Ill.2d 502, 515.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

In re Custody of Townsend, 86 Ill.2d at 515.
In re T.P.S. and In re K.M.S. v. D.W., 2011 IL App (5th) 100617, ¶ 14.
755 ILCS 5/11-14.1.
755 ILCS 5/11-14.1.
755 ILCS 5/11-14.1.
750 ILCS 5/602 (West 2012); 755 ILCS 5/11-14.1.
755 ILCS 5/11-14.1.
In re Custody of Townsend, 86 Ill.2d 502, 508; In re Marriage of
Dafoe, 324 Ill.App.3d 254, 259 (5th Dist. 2001).
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the Supreme Court of Illinois specified that, in the Probate
between parent and child,” they require relationships more
Act’s rebuttable presumption that a parent of a minor is willenduring.32 The court-appointed expert in this case opined
that it would be in the child’s best interest for the grandparing and able to make and carry out day-to-day decisions conents to retain guardianship and custody, based upon the psycerning the minor, the word “able” means that the parent is
“possessed of needed powers or resources to accomplish an chological functioning of each party, the ability of each party
to provide for the child’s emotional and physical well-being,
objective, rather than something akin to intelligence, knowland the child’s own wishes and needs.33 The Court concluded
edge, skill, or competence.”25 Under Section 11-7 of the
Probate Act, “good reason” to overcome the presumption rethat the biological bond between father and son simply did
fers to a finding of unfitness.26 The Illinois Supreme Court not overcome the actual, developed relationship between the
clarified, in the case of In re R.L.S.,
child and his grandparents.34
In the third district case of In re
that Section 11-7 of the Probate Act
Custody of Walters, the evidence was sufmeans what it says—that fit parents
The Supreme Court
ficient to overcome the presumption
are entitled to custody under the
that a natural parent enjoys the superior
Illinois Probate Act, thereby overof the United States
right to custody of the child, in a custody
ruling Townsend in part, in that
has
decided
that
dispute between the natural mother and
Townsend’s assertion that a fit parchild’s maternal grandmother, where
ent’s custody rights are subservient
mothers
and
fathers
the grandmother had custody of child
to the best interests of the child is not
for more than ten years and had taken
correct.27
have superior rights
Regardless of the subtle distincresponsibility for the child’s day-to-day
to make decisions
tions between Townsend and In re
care and emotional, educational, and fiR.L.S., Illinois courts consistently
nancial well-being.35 In the case of In re
about their children
Custody of T.W., the Fifth District found
maintain that the presumption can
above
anyone
else,
that where the maternal grandparents
be rebutted under the appropriate
sought custody after the mother voluncircumstances.28 In the matter of
and correspondingly,
the Marriage of Dafoe, the maternal
tarily surrendered physical custody of
a natural parent’s right
grandparents had been appointed
him, awarding custody of the child to
guardians of a child with the writhis maternal grandparents did not vito custody is superior
ten consent of the mother.29 When
olate the father’s due process rights bethe biological father sought to recause the evidence supported the trial
to a claim by a
move the child from the maternal
court’s finding that the award of custody
third
person.
grandparents’ care, the Fifth District
was in the child’s best interests, and the
Appellate Court found good reacourt did not improperly ignore the
son and sufficient evidence to rebut the presumption and
presumption of the father’s superior rights.36 In this case, the
child had a very close relationship with the grandparents and
to supersede the father’s superior right to custody of the
30
child. The facts showed that the father had had no contact displayed a preference for them, and the child was well-adwith the child for six years and refused to acknowledge the
justed to living with the grandparents because she had lived
child’s special needs, whereas the grandparents had raised the with them for six of the seven years of her life.37
Although a guardian has standing to oppose the terchild since he was four months old and had gone to great
lengths to provide the child with special services to address mination of a guardianship, in order to succeed on such a
claim, he or she must still prove by clear and convincing evihis needs.31 The Court specifically stated that parental rights
“do not spring full-blown from the biological connection
dence that a continuation of the guardianship is in the child’s
best interests.38 But the natural parent also has a burden,
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

26

In re R.L.S., 218 Ill.2d 428, 441, superseded by statute, 755 ILCS
5/11-14.1.
In re R.L.S., 218 Ill.2d at 442.
In re R.L.S., 218 Ill.2d at 447.
In re R.L.S., 218 Ill.2d at 448.
In re Marriage of Dafoe, 324 Ill.App.3d 254, 256.
In re Marriage of Dafoe, 324 Ill.App.3d at 261.
In re Marriage of Dafoe, 324 Ill.App.3d at 261.
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36
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In re Marriage of Dafoe, 324 Ill.App.3d at 259.
In re Marriage of Dafoe, 324 Ill.App.3d at 260.
In re Marriage of Dafoe, 324 Ill.App.3d at 261.
In re Custody of Walters, 174 Ill.App.3d 949, 953 (3rd Dist. 1988).
In re Custody of T.W., 365 Ill.App.3d 1075, 1085 (5th Dist. 2006).
In re Custody of T.W., 365 Ill.App.3d 1075, 1085.
In re T.P.S. and In re K.M.S., 2011 IL App (5th) 100617, ¶ 15.

by a preponderance of the evidence, to show a change in circumstances.39 If the parent did not have to show a change
in circumstances, the court would merely be ruling on the
exact issue it previously decided in awarding guardianship;
furthermore, the parent could bring frequent petitions to terminate at any time.40 At the time of In re the Estate of K.E.S.
and J.M.S., there was no statutory standard for terminating
a guardianship, so the Townsend-Wadman standards controlled.41 The Fourth District Appellate Court, in its analysis
of In re Estate of K.E.S. and J.M.S., has touched on what it
means for there to have been a “change in circumstances.”42
The Court held that the denial of a mother’s petition to terminate the guardianship was appropriate and that the correct
burden-shifting standard was applied, where the children’s
mother had seen the children only two times in a period of
eight years, was a stranger to the children, chose not to visit
the children when she had opportunities to do so, and had a
mental health disorder and an alcohol problem.43 Similarly,
in the case of In re the Guardianship of Jordan M., the grandparent showed sufficiently good cause to rebut the superior
rights doctrine, and therefore, to terminate the guardianship
order, the mother had the burden of showing a change in
circumstances, and then the burden would shift back to the
grandparent to prove it was in the child’s best interest that
she retain guardianship.44 In that case, the grandparent had
plenary guardianship over the child, with the consent of the
mother, and the guardian had maintained the consistent
care, custody, and control of the child.45
The outcome in the Wadman case was different, most
significantly because less than two years had passed since the
minor was under the guardians’ care.46 The Fourth District
Appellate Court found that permitting the natural mother
to have another chance to care for her four-year-old child by
terminating the guardianship and returning the child to the
care of the mother was in conformity with the agreement
that was made at the time the order was entered appointing
the guardianship.47 The Court pointed to Townsend, which
states that the courts should give significance to the claim of a
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

In re the Estate of K.E.S. and J.M.S. v. Schneider, 347 Ill.App.3d 452,
464 (4th Dist. 2004).
In re the Estate of K.E.S. and J.M.S., 347 Ill.App.3d 452, 462; In re
Estate of Wadman, 110 Ill.App.3d 302, 305 (4th Dist. 1982); In re
Estate of Webb, 286 Ill.App.3d 99, 101 (1st Dist. 1996).
In re the Estate of K.E.S. and J.M.S., 347 Ill.App.3d 452, 461; In re
Custody of Townsend, 86 Ill.2d 502 (1981); In re Estate of Wadman,
110 Ill.App.3d 302.
In re the Estate of K.E.S. and J.M.S., 347 Ill.App.3d 452, 462.
In re the Estate of K.E.S. and J.M.S., 347 Ill.App.3d at 462.
In re the Guardianship of Jordan M., 351 Ill.App.3d 700, 706.
In re the Guardianship of Jordan M., 351 Ill.App.3d at 706.
In re Estate of Wadman, 110 Ill.App.3d 302, 308.
In re Estate of Wadman, 110 Ill.App.3d at 308.

non-parent “who has had actual or legal custody of the child
for a substantial period of time, especially if the evidence
shows that the child has become an integral member of a
true family unit.”48 Ultimately, the time period that the child
resided with the guardians in Wadman was not of sufficient
length to require the Court to continue the guardianship.49
The arrangement in that case was to be temporary; furthermore, the mother testified that she had a home and a job
and was more careful with whom she associated; therefore,
construing the evidence most favorably to the mother in that
case, much of the claims of improper care of the child by the
mother could have been negated.50
The Fifth District Appellate Court has applied Section
11-14.1 of the Probate Act consistently such that once a
guardianship has been established, the Court has already
found either that the parent consented to the guardianship,
or that the parent was unable or unwilling to meet the child’s
daily needs.51 Either of these conditions is sufficient to rebut
the presumption of the natural parent’s superior rights.52
When the parent seeks to terminate the guardianship, if the
guardian overcomes this presumption, the parent then has
the burden of demonstrating that a change in circumstances
has occurred, and if the parent meets this burden, then the
burden shifts back to the guardian, who must show that continuing the guardianship is necessary to protect the best interest of the child.53
In a proceeding to terminate a guardianship, the Illinois
legislature appears to have removed the initial burden off
the guardian and back to the parent.54 There is an acknowledgement that the circumstances surrounding a petition to
terminate a guardianship are inherently different from those
circumstances surrounding a petition to establish a guardianship.55 The ultimate result is that an opportunity is presented
to a child’s guardian to defend against the termination of the
guardianship, which in the long run, could benefit certain
children whose natural parents have had little to no interaction in their lives.□
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

In re Estate of Wadman, 110 Ill.App.3d at 305.
In re Estate of Wadman, 110 Ill.App.3d at 308.
In re Estate of Wadman, 110 Ill.App.3d at 308.
In re T.P.S. and In re K.M.S., 2011 IL App (5th) 100617, ¶ 17.
In re T.P.S. and In re K.M.S., 2011 IL App (5th) 100617, ¶ 17.
In re T.P.S. and In re K.M.S., 2011 IL App (5th) 100617, ¶ 15.
755 ILCS 5/11-14.1.
In re T.P.S. and In re K.M.S., 2011 IL App (5th) 100617, ¶ 17.
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Pitfalls of the Power of Attorney
for Property
BY CAR LETON W. YODER

M

any attorneys continuously strive for a better work-life balance, no matter how
much of an uphill battle it is. Typically, we are individuals with a strong work
ethic, plugging through three years of the Socratic method to earn the privilege
to practice law. Once practicing, we have an ethical duty to our clients to zealously represent them. Further, we have our own individual motives, some altruistic and financial, or to
achieve Super Lawyer status. While these duties and motives are enough to make it difficult
to achieve a desired work-life balance, one must also consider that everywhere we go, people ask us questions. Society, particularly our family members, believes that once you are a
lawyer you can answer any legal question in any setting. Whether it is a divorce question at
a cocktail party, one about Uncle Joe’s real estate closing, or an estate planning question at
a child’s sporting event, questions are inevitable.
One of the common inquiries made by family and
friends of practicing attorneys is the request to draw up
a quick and “simple” Power of Attorney for Property.
Some attorneys might think, “sure, it’s a statutory
form,” and print one out for the individual to execute.
However, while it may seem easy enough to do, attorneys must be aware of the many pitfalls involved in the
drafting of such a “simple” document.
We are all becoming acutely aware of our aging
population. Each day, 8,000 individuals attain the age
of 65, with this high rate continuing for the next fifteen
years.1 Often, panicked and desperate family members
are left scrambling to care for their aging loved ones
when essential documents, such as a Power of Attorney
for Property, are not put into place before a crisis
1
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situation arises. If you haven’t had this happen to you
yet, it will become increasingly common to receive
a request for a Power of Attorney for Susie’s mom or
Johnny’s grandma. These family members will call you
urgently needing a Power of Attorney for Property for
their loved one. They may be a client with whom you
have a longstanding relationship and you know the person to be a “good” son, or a personal friend, or even a
great referral source. Wanting to help that individual,
you may be tempted to go ahead and draft a “simple”
Power of Attorney for Property. However, caution must
be taken before jumping into action.
Pitfall I: Not Reading the Statute
The Illinois Power of Attorney Act2 provides a
Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney for Property.
2

755 ILCS 45.

This Act also stipulates the rules for
Carleton W. Yoder
owner or operator of a health
the Power of Attorney for Property,
is an associate
care facility in which the prinand provides the scope and authorattorney with
cipal is a patient or resident.6
This gaffe could have been easily
ity the agent has in making financial
Huck Bouma P.C.
avoided if the attorney had exdecisions for the principal.3 The statin Wheaton, IL,
ute dictates the duties an agent has
amined the statute and commuconcentrating his
to the principal, specifies options for
nicated this issue to Johnny.
practice in the areas
the duration of the agency, explains
Using a statutory Power
of trusts and estates,
its applicability in certain situations,
of Attorney for Property form
business succession planning, estate
and much more.4
without completely reading and
and gift strategies, and wealth transfer
The Act itself is far more incluunderstanding the full meaning
through estate and gift planning.
sive than a simple Power of Attorney
of the statute and how it may inCarleton attended Pepperdine University
form may lead one to believe. If a
terplay with an individual’s other
School of Law where he received his Juris
quick Google search is completed,
legal documents is a huge disDoctor, and received his Master of Laws
multiple sample forms pop up in the
service to the signing principal.
in Taxation at Chicago-Kent College of
results, each one of them being difDoing so can lead to more probLaw.
ferent than the next. Several will aplems and unanticipated issues.
pear to be all-inclusive, while others may seem to possess only the bare minimum requirements. Regardless of Pitfall II: Oversimplification
the form, the key point to be made is that the attorney
Another trap for the unwary attorney is oversimwho is drafting a Power of Attorney for Property must
plifying the Power of Attorney for Property and its apknow not only what the form says and means, but also
plication to certain circumstances. While the Statutory
what the statute conveys and how the two interplay. The
Short Form lays out specific powers which most Power
statute does not just lay out the Power of Attorney for
of Attorney for Property forms mirror, the statute allows
Property Statutory Short Form; it lays out much more
for the inclusion of powers beyond the scope of those
than even the most comprehensive form includes within included in the Statutory Short Form.7 If an authority
is not specifically granted in the Power of Attorney for
its pages, and the drafting attorney needs to be aware of
Property form, the agent will not have that ability to
this.
One example of the interplay that can occur is if act. Therefore, it is important that great thought and
a form neglects to elaborate on who may witness the client discussion go into this document. If a situation
principal signing the Power of Attorney for Property. If arises in the future that requires the excluded powers,
an agent will not only lack the authority to perform on
a form is sent out to Johnny’s grandma to sign without
the specific action, but a guardianship, which can be
direction as to who may serve as a witness, Johnny may
just round up a family member to witness grandma ap- both costly and unnecessarily intrusive, may then be repointing him as agent to help her maintain her bank quired. The proceeding paragraphs highlight some curaccounts. However, the statute lists limitations on who rent powers that are often overlooked and excluded.
In a society that has an elderly population whose
may witness Powers of Attorney for Property. One of
the restrictions on witnesses is that a “parent, sibling, numbers continue to grow, and that has increased its
efforts helping people with disabilities, these are two
or descendant, or the spouse of a parent, sibling, or descendant, of either the principal or any agent or suc- areas which require constant attention. Estate planners
cessor agent, regardless of whether the relationship is and elder law attorneys have been increasingly adding
special provisions that incorporate long-term care planby blood, marriage, or adoption,” may not serve as a
witness.5 Other disallowed witnesses include agents, ning for disabled or elderly individuals. For example,
successor agents, attending physicians or a relative of if Susie’s mom became disabled as the years progressed
the physician, and owners, operators, or relatives of an and could qualify for Medicaid special needs planning,
it would be to her detriment if her Power of Attorney
3
4
5

755 ILCS 45/3.
See generally 755 ILCS 45/2-7, 2-5, and 2-4.
755 ILCS 45/3-3.6(a)(3).

6
7

755 ILCS 45/3-3.6.
755 ILCS 45/2-4.
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for Property did not include a provision that would auRegular, run-of-the-mill forms, including the
thorize Susie to be able to move her mom’s assets around
Statutory Short Form, do not include special needs,
in order to take advantage of Medicaid benefits. Despite Digital Assets, business succession, and other specialthe importance of such provisions, given the strategies
ized provisions. The above examples are the tip of the
involved in long-term care planning, these intricate iceberg on various powers that can be added to the statprovisions should not be added to just everyone’s docuutory Power of Attorney for Property form. Personal
ments without a complete discussion of the issues with knowledge of the principal and familiarity with the statthe client.
ute and its ability to grant additional powers in addition
Another hot topic item in the estate planning comto those listed is imperative to properly drafting a Power
munity is that of Digital Assets.
of Attorney for Property form.
Digital Assets include social
Pitfall III: Ethical and Malpractice
media accounts, such as Facebook,
Issues
LinkedIn, and Twitter, as well as
Regardless of the
As an attorney you are no doubt
e-mails, blogs, digital photos, and
form, the key point
wondering about the attorney in the
online banking accounts and reexamples merely sending a Power
cords. There is regular coverage in
to be made is that
of Attorney for Property form to
the media about loved ones runJohnny and his grandma or Susie and
ning into issues gaining access to
the attorney who is
her mom, and whether there would
various Digital Assets when a famdrafting
a
Power
of
be ethical and malpractice ramificaily member passes, due to them
tions for these actions. Coupled with
not having the right to access the
Attorney for Property
8
the fact the attorney may not fully
accounts. However, this issue
must know not only
also arises if a loved one becomes
understand the statute and might
incapacitated. Currently, Illinois
send out an oversimplified form,
what the form says
has no Digital Asset legislation in
the attorney may have possible ethand
means,
but
also
place. Having a properly drafted
ical and malpractice repercussions
Power of Attorney for Property
when drafting a Power of Attorney
what
the
statute
that includes a Digital Asset profor Property for the principal. In
vision may make dealing with a
my short tenure practicing, I have
conveys and how the
loved one’s Digital Assets possialready had to deal with this type of
two interplay.
ble in an otherwise unworkable
situation and will no doubt continue
situation. If Johnny did not have
to find myself in these situations.
physical access to grandma’s bank
In my case, I had to tell a longaccount and could only log in via a website, banks will
time client of our firm that I was not comfortable sendoften consider this outside the scope of a basic Power ing out Power of Attorney forms for his father without
of Attorney for Property, and may deny Johnny access.
meeting his father in person. The son was a current client
This, and many other Digital Asset headaches, may be of the firm, while his father was a former client. The faavoided with a properly inserted provision.
ther had been out of the country for an extended period
Business succession planning is a final example of
of time and was now coming back to live in an assisted
a specialized power an agent may need if the principal
living facility. The only correspondence I had was with
becomes incapacitated unexpectedly and the proper the son, in which he expressed he wanted me to draft
corporate documents are not put in place. Adding in
up a quick set of documents for his father naming him
a business succession planning provision can grant the
as the agent so he could manage his father’s affairs. This
agent powers to vote stock, name successors, or have
common situation could end up an ethical nightmare,
corporate documents drafted up when appropriate.
which can be difficult to explain to a less than pleased
client. I told him I wanted to meet with his father in
person to check for capacity, and confirm his acknowl8
http://rockcenter.nbcnews.com/_news/2012/06/01/11995859edgement of the terms of the document as I drafted it.
digital-afterlife-what-happens-to-your-online-accounts-whenIn addition, I wanted to ensure the forms were tailored
you-die?lite
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to any special needs the father may have, partially motivated by the fact I knew he was moving into an assisted
living facility. An additional issue that presented itself
was who I represented during this whole ordeal: the son
or the father? The Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct
outline various duties to former clients, prospective clients, and what to do if there is a conflict of interest.9
While no red flags were raised by the son requesting
the forms to be drafted, an attorney may easily forget
that engaging in this practice could come back and result in future issues. Both the attorney and Johnny could
be held accountable if Johnny’s grandma lacked capacity, or didn’t know to the full extent what was signed.
Additionally, even if the grandma did not meet with
the attorney or pay for the services, the attorney should
realize the grandma may very well be considered a client now, with all of the Rules of Professional Conduct
applying. Even in emergency circumstances where time
9

is of the essence, the attorney should be present at the
execution of a properly drafted document to avoid this
pitfall.
Conclusion
Any attorney drafting a Power of Attorney for
Property, even the established estate planning attorney,
should be aware of the significance of this document
and how it can affect the client’s life. It is easy to fall
into one of the many traps stated above. While routine
wills and trusts deal with what happens after a client is
deceased, the Power of Attorney for Property personally affects the client while they are alive, and stipulates
the outcomes in countless situations. In order to ensure
the Power of Attorney for Property fulfills a client’s intent, meeting with the client to fully understand current
and future needs is crucial to the process, and should
be conducted by an attorney who is competent in the
Illinois Power of Attorney Act. □

See generally, ILL. RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT, 1.8, 1.9, and 1.18
(2010).
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For Love or For Money: The Art Collector’s
Introduction to Estate Planning
BY GR ETA R. STA AT

A

rt collections are typically driven by personal and emotional connections developed between the art collector and a particular period of art, a specific artist, or an
individual work of art. Collections can also be driven by the significant financial
gain that can accrue to the collector or the collector’s estate. Whether an art collection was
created for love or for money, the collector must decide the fate of his or her collection.
This decision encompasses several different factors
that must be analyzed from an estate planning perspective in order to accomplish, in the most tax effective
way, the collector’s intentions for ownership and disposition. These factors include:
•	What does the art collector own, both generally
and in the collection?
•	How does the collector own the individual pieces
that comprise the collection?
•	
Who are the intended beneficiaries of the
collection?
•	When does the collector wish to transfer the collection to the intended beneficiaries?
The starting point for any estate plan is an analysis
and assessment of the fair market value of the collector’s gross estate. This helps to drive the structure of the
plan for the purpose of minimizing or eliminating any
estate taxes that may otherwise be due. The estate, gift,
and income tax regulations define fair market value of
all assets as: “[T]he price at which the property would
change hands between a willing buyer and a willing
seller, neither being under any compulsion to buy or to
sell and both having reasonable knowledge of relevant
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facts.”1 While this definition is easily applied to most
traditional financial assets, art presents unique valuation issues.
“Art” is a word used to define a wide spectrum of
objects and acts. Art is subjective, emotional, and in a
state of constant evolution, both aesthetically and economically. The deep connections, whether personal, financial, or both, between the work of art and a collector
increase the difficulty of conclusively valuing this illiquid and unregulated asset.
Due to these uncertainties, it is essential that art
collectors inventory and professionally appraise their
art collections periodically in order to monitor how the
collection may impact the collector’s estate. For collectors with significant collections, the collection may
result in unfavorable estate tax consequences upon the
collector’s death. However, such consequences can be
deferred, avoided, or minimized through the implementation of proper estate planning techniques during
the collector’s lifetime.
1

Treas. Reg. § 20.2031-1(b); Treas. Reg. § 25.2512-1; Treas. Reg. §
1.170A-1(c)(2)

Determining whether the proper
Greta R. Staat is
collector’s estate taxes at the time
beneficiaries of the collection should
an associate with
of his or her death. If the gift ocbe individuals or charitable organiHuck Bouma,
curs during the collector’s lifezations may be challenging. The colP.C. in its Estate
time, the gift will be included as
lector should talk with the intended
Planning practice
part of the decedent’s adjusted
beneficiaries to determine whether
area. She received
taxable gifts, and the amount
the nature and extent of the beneher Juris Doctor
includible will be the fair marficiaries’ interests in the collection
with a Certificate
ket value of the collection at the
match the collector’s intentions for
in Taxation from DePaul University,
date of gift.6 If the gift occurs at
death, the gift will be included
the collection.
College of Law in 2012. Prior to law
as part of the collector’s gross
There are several established and
school, Greta attended the George
estate, and the amount includisome recently developing methods
Washington University and received
ble will be the fair market value
for transferring art collections. The
degrees in Art History and Fine Arts.
of the collection at the date of
methods may involve any combinaIn 2009 she began volunteering at the
death. To the extent that an
tion of sales or gifts (including charArt Institute of Chicago, a position she
Illinois collector’s taxable estate
itable donations) during the colleccontinues to hold today.
exceeds the federal transfer tax
tor’s lifetime, or upon the collector’s
death. The method with the most favorable tax out- exclusion, the collector’s estate will be liable for US and
come will depend on the collector’s individual facts and Illinois estate taxes at a combined effective rate of approximately 50%.
circumstances.
To obtain more favorable income and estate tax
consequences, a collector could create an intentionTRANSFERS TO INDIVIDUALS
Giving a collection that has appreciated in value to ally defective grantor trust (“IDGT”) for the benefit of
an intended beneficiary and sell the collection to the
individual beneficiaries during the collector’s life will
remove future appreciation from the collector’s gross IDGT in exchange for a note bearing interest at the apestate but will also pass on to the beneficiaries the col- propriate applicable federal rate.7 The sale of the collection to the IDGT would not be recognized for income
lector’s basis in the collection2 and the related potential
income tax liability on the pre-gift appreciation. For intax purposes because the collector would be deemed to
come tax purposes, a work of art is a capital asset (unless
own the IDGT’s assets under the grantor trust rules.8
3
4
Accordingly, the collector would have no income tax lithe collector is an art dealer) and a “collectible.” Any
gain on the sale of a work of art held for more than one
ability on the sale. Additionally, any future appreciation
year would be classified as a long-term collectibles gain of the collection which exceeds the interest rate on the
taxed at the rate of 28%. For gift tax purposes, the gift note would be excluded from the collector’s gross estate
will not result in gift taxes if the value of the gift is less and would be transferred to the trust beneficiaries free
than the federal transfer tax exclusion ($5.43 million
of gift or estate taxes. However, in creating the IDGT,
in 2015) and any available federal annual exclusions the collector would have to transfer to the IDGT cash
($14,000 in 2015).
or other property in an aggregate amount adequate for
Giving an appreciated collection to individual benthe IDGT to make payments on the note. This aggreeficiaries upon the collector’s death will eliminate pregate amount would be a gift to the IDGT beneficiaries
death gain and related potential income taxes because
and would use the collector’s federal transfer tax excluthe basis of the collection will be its fair market value at
sion to the extent that the amount exceeded any availthe collector’s death.5
able federal annual exclusions.
In either case, the value of the collection, to some
Another transfer method involves giving minority
extent, will be included in the calculation of the
interests in an entity owning the collection to the intended beneficiaries. This method minimizes estate
2
3
4
5

I.R.C. § 1015
I.R.C. § 1221
I.R.C. § 408(m)
I.R.C. § 1014

6
7
8

I.R.C. § 2001(b)
I.R.C. §1274(d)
Rev. Rul. 85-13 1985-1 C.B. 184
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taxes by shrinking and freezing the value of the collecof Appeals awarded to a decedent’s estate fractional-intion for federal estate tax purposes. This is traditionally
terest discounts for each piece ranging from 50-80%.
achieved by the collector transferring the collection to In this case, fractional interests in 64 works of art were
an entity, such as a family limited partnership or a limestablished by means of inter vivos grantor-retained inited liability company, taking back all interests in the
terest trusts and co-tenancy agreements. The ruling was
entity, and assigning fractional interests in the entity as
supported by testimony of three independent expert
gifts to the intended beneficiaries (or to IDGTs or other
appraisers, the methods used to create the fractional inirrevocable trusts for the beneficiaries). The value of a
terests, and complete lack of evidence in support of the
fractional interest is generally the value of the share of
IRS’ argument.
the entity’s assets corresponding to the fractional interTRANSFERS TO CHARITIES
est discounted by 30% to 50% to
A collector may also be interested
take into consideration the lack
in donating his or her collection to a
of marketability and lack of concharitable organization. Depending
trol associated with such interest.
Giving an
on the collector’s philanthropic goals
Gift tax is avoided by utilizing the
appreciated collection
and tax needs, there are several techany available federal annual exniques that can be used to facilitate
clusions and federal transfer tax
to individual
the charitable donation (many of
exclusion.
which are beyond the scope of this
Another transfer method inbeneficiaries upon
article such as, charitable lead trusts,
volves giving to individual benthe
collector’s
death
charitable remainder trusts, and prieficiaries fractional interests in
vate operating foundations).
each work of art in the collection
will eliminate preIf the collector donates the coland entering into a co-ownership
death gain and related
lection to a charity during his or her
agreement with the beneficiaries.
lifetime, the collector in entitled to
Similar to minority interests in
potential income taxes
an income tax deduction equal to the
an entity, the value of a fractional
because
the
basis
of
full fair market value of the property
interest in a work of art would
as of the date of the contribution,11
generally be the value of the share
the
collection
will
be
subject to some limitations12 and
of the piece corresponding to the
elections,13 if the following criteria
fractional interest discounted by
its fair market value at
are met: (1) the collection is deemed
30% to 50% to take into considthe collector’s death.
long-term capital gain property;14
eration the lack of marketability
(2) the charity is a public charity;15
and lack of control associated
(3) the charity’s intended use for the
with such interest. However, the
IRS has repeatedly asserted its belief that fractional in- collection is related to the charity’s tax-exempt purpose;16 and (4) a qualified appraisal was obtained from a
terests in art do not qualify for any valuation discounts
qualified appraiser.17
as there is no established market for undivided fracSimilarly, a collector can donate the art collection
tional interests in works of art by which to determine
upon his or her death and be entitled to an estate tax
an appropriate discount. The United States Tax Court
deduction equal to the full fair market value of the
as well as the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has disagreed
with this conclusion on several occasions. In particular,
both courts upheld a nominal discount of 5% to be applied to fractional interests in works of art.9 However, in 11 I.R.C. § 170(a)(1)
12 I.R.C. § 170(b)(1)(C)(i)
2014, in Elkins v. Commissioner,10 the 5th Circuit Court
9
10
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13
14
15

16
17

I.R.C. § 170(b)(1)(C)(iii)
I.R.C. 170(b)(1)(A)(iv)
I.R.C. §§ 170(b)(1)(A)(i)-(viii), (E)(i)-(iii); 509(a); Treas. Reg. §
1.170A-9
I.R.C. § 170(e)(7)(B)
Treas. Reg. § 1.170A-13(c)(3)

property as of the date of the collector’s death18 but
without the limitations imposed for income tax purposes identified above.19
A problem is created when the collector wishes to retain an interest (whether a present interest for a period of
time or a remainder interest) in the collection, resulting in a
gift of a partial interest in the collection to charity. As a rule
of thumb, such a gift will not qualify for an income, gift,
or estate tax charitable deduction because the interest will
not meet all of the requirements for an annuity trust or unitrust.20 One of those requirements is that the trust must pay
a guaranteed amount, at least annually, to the holder of the
present interest. Since a collection does not produce income
from which the requisite annual payment can be made, it
is not a suitable asset to fund an annuity trust or unitrust.
Further, a charitable deduction for income tax purposes is
18
19
20

I.R.C. § 2055(a)
I.R.C. § 170(e)(1)(B)(i); Treas. Reg. § 20.2055-1(a)(4)
I.R.C. § 170(f)(3)(A); I.R.C. §2522(c)(2); Treas. Reg. § 25.2522(c)3(c)(1); I.R.C. §§ 2055(e)(2)(A), 664(d); Treas. Reg. § 20.2055-2(e)(i)

not allowed for a remainder interest until the collector or
the collector’s family terminates any present interest (right
of possession, enjoyment, etc.) in the collection for which a
remainder interest has been transferred to a charity.21
CONCLUSION
On the whole, whether an art collector built his or
her collection as a personal expression of his or her love
of art or as a financial investment, the collector has several decisions to make with respect to who should inherit the collection and when. An analysis of several factors, such as the collector’s intentions for the collection,
the estimated value of the collector’s gross estate, the
collector’s individual tax needs, and the income, gift, or
estate tax consequences of the potential transfer methods, will help drive the structure of the transfer of the
collection to the intended beneficiaries with the most
tax favorable outcome. □
21

I.R.C. § 170(a)(3)
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ILLINOIS LAW UPDATE

New Decisions in Civil
Practice and Family Law
EDITED BY MICH A EL R. SITR ICK

FAMILY LAW
A government entity’s failure to
process a child support order
constitutes a breach of a ministerial duty unshielded by the Tort
Immunity Act.
In re Marriage of Solomon, 2015
IL App (1st) 133048, 2015 WL
1086390 (March 11, 2015)
By Katie C. Galanes, Danya
A. Grunyk, Zachary D. Keller,
Victoria C. Kelly, Hillary A.
Sefton, Leah D. Setzen, and
David J. Zwaska1
In In re Marriage of Solomon,
the trial court denied a wife’s petition against her husband’s employer
for failing to withhold child support
payments from the husband’s wages.
On appeal, the wife argued that the
employer knowingly failed to process the child support payments,
but the Court found that she failed
to offer sufficient evidence to rebut
a presumption that the employer
knowingly violated the withholding act. In analyzing the case, the
Court applied a “manifest weight
of the evidence” standard of review
and found that while the husband’s
employer was a governmental entity
and would, therefore, be immune
from liability in its performance of
discretionary tasks under the Tort
Immunity Act, the employer could
1
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not make this same argument and
escape through immunity for the
improper performance of ministerial tasks, including the processing
of a support order which did not
involve any discretionary decisions.
Ultimately, the Court found
that although the employer was not
protected under the Tort Immunity
Act, any violation was not made
knowingly. The employer testified
to the fact that he had complied
with the notice to withhold, but
incorrectly instituted bi-monthly
withholdings rather than bi-weekly
withholdings. The Court also affirmed the trial court’s ruling that
the statutory penalty should not
apply as the employer did not knowingly violate the withholding order,
given the facts that the employer
immediately corrected the error and
paid two missing child support payments to the wife within two days of
being notified by the wife’s attorney.
Child custody proceedings are
justiciable matters within the
general jurisdiction of Illinois
Circuit Courts pursuant to the
State’s Constitution and cannot be
voided due to a lack of UCCJEA
subject matter jurisdiction.
McCormick v. Robertson, 2015
IL 118230, 2015 WL 1255025
(March 19, 2015)
By Katie C. Galanes, Danya

A. Grunyk, Zachary D. Keller,
Victoria C. Kelly, Hillary A.
Sefton, Leah D. Setzen, and
David J. Zwaska2
In McCormick v. Robertson,
the parties entered into a Joint
Parenting Agreement in 2010,
which was incorporated into the
“judgment of parentage, custody
[and] related matters” by the trial
court. The judgment was entered in
Illinois, as the father resided here.
The mother resided in Missouri
with the child. The father left the
2
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military in June 2012 and had frequent visitation with the child until
November 2012, when the mother
moved with the child to Nevada. At
that time, the father filed a motion
to establish visitation and asked the
court to order the mother to show
cause as to why she should not be
held in contempt of court for violating the terms of the court’s 2010
judgment. The mother initiated a
separate legal action in Nevada in
which she asserted that the judgment entered in Illinois was “void
due to lack of UCCJEA subject
matter jurisdiction.” She also filed a
similar motion in the Illinois court.
Prior to a hearing on the issue, the
presiding judges of the courts in
Nevada and Illinois conducted a
telephone conference pursuant to
the statute. Following said conference, both courts entered orders
stating that the provisions of the
UCCJEA had not been satisfied
with respect to Illinois and that the
2010 order was void. Both orders
held that the State of Nevada had
continuing and exclusive jurisdiction pursuant to the UCCJEA and,
among other things, held that all
further proceedings concerning the
parties and subject matter would
take place in Nevada. The appellate
court reversed the decision of the
lower court.
On appeal, the Illinois Supreme
Court found that under Section
9 of Article VI of the Illinois
Constitution, the jurisdiction of the
circuit court extends to all “justiciable matters.” The Court determined
that the custody of the minor child
was clearly a “justiciable matter”
falling within the subject matter of
the jurisdiction of the circuit court.
Therefore, the trial court erred in
vacating the father’s complaint for
lack of subject matter jurisdiction.

The doctrine of equitable adoption is an equitable remedy not intended or applied to create the legal
relationship of parent and child or a
legal adoption.
In re Parentage of Scarlett Z.D., 2015 IL 117904, 2015 WL
1255024 (March 19, 2015)
By Katie C. Galanes, Danya
A. Grunyk, Zachary D. Keller,
Victoria C. Kelly, Hillary A.
Sefton, Leah D. Setzen, and
David J. Zwaska3
In In re Parentage of Scarlett
Z.-D., the minor child had been
previously adopted by the adoptive mother. The adoptive mother’s
boyfriend petitioned the trial court
seeking a declaration of parentage,
custody, visitation, and child support. His petition was ultimately rejected by both the trial court and the
appellate court on the ground that
he lacked standing because he had
never been married to the adoptive
mother or sought to adopt the child
legally within Slovakia or Illinois.
On appeal, the Illinois Supreme
Court upheld the appellate court’s
rejection of the boyfriend’s argument that the adoptive mother
forfeited arguments relating to the
boyfriend’s lack of standing. The
Court found that the adoptive
mother did not waive such a challenge because she had properly
challenged the boyfriend’s standing in a Section 2-619 motion
and as an affirmative defense to
the boyfriend’s claims to the child.
Further, the Court upheld the appellate court’s rejection of the boyfriend’s argument that equitable
estoppel prevented the adoptive
mother from challenging the boyfriend’s standing. The Court found

that the adoptive mother made no
misrepresentations to the boyfriend
that he was the child’s biological or
adoptive father and that, despite
his requests to formally adopt the
child and the promise between the
parties to pursue his adoption of
the child in Illinois, neither one of
them ever initiated such proceedings. Further, the Court found that
the boyfriend’s relationship with
the child was contingent and dependent upon his relationship with
the adoptive mother. Lastly, the
Court determined that the adoptive mother alone had a statutory
parent-child relationship with the
child based upon the language of
the statute, as the boyfriend lacked
statutory standing and was defined
as a nonparent where the adoptive
mother always retained physical
custody of the child.
The boyfriend further argued
that he was a “de facto” parent of the
child and that he served as a functional parent, despite the fact that he
had never adopted the child. While
the Court presented analysis regarding the varying positions and tests
with respect to a “de facto” parent, it
ultimately rejected such arguments as
Illinois does not recognize functional
parent theories and found that the
Boyfriend lacked statutory standing
as a result. Further, the Court rejected the boyfriend’s argument and
the appellate court’s finding that the
equitable adoption doctrine applied
to this case. The Court rejected the
appellate court’s holding and determined that the doctrine only applies
in determining an inheritance and
does not apply to family law proceedings involving parentage, custody, or

CONTINUED ON PAGE 41
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This is the Year
BY LESLIE MONAH A N

I

have a confession that will cause
half of you to dislike me . . . I
am a Cubs fan. Have been ever
since I was a young girl; however, the
hated team where I grew up in west
central Illinois was the Cardinals. I
did not pay much attention to baseball other than our annual bus trip
to a game with my grandparents
and I honestly didn’t know that
there was a second team in Chicago
until I went to college. My husband is a huge baseball fan and definitely a Cubs fan having grown up
a few blocks from Wrigley, so I have
learned a greater appreciation for the
game.
Cubs fans are the eternal optimists (at least from January – April).
There are always echoes of “this is
the year!” and hopes for new players
and/or coaches and/or management.
Spring 2015 though, definitely has
a different feeling about it, an extra
energy and excitement. Those, like
my husband, who gave up on the
team and paid less attention the last
few years, are tuning in to the games
every night and buying more tickets
to games. So far, the Cubs have not
disappointed. We shall see . . .
As we swear in a new President
this month, it is like the start of a new
season at DCBA. Jay Laraia and the
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other Board members will get sworn
in the beginning of the month. We
have some veterans and some rookies and each plays their own distinct role on the team. They bring
their individual backgrounds and
skills and work together to advance
DCBA and its mission and strategic
plan. Boards and Presidents before
them have prepared the way and
now it is their time to lead.
There is an extra energy and excitement around the start of DCBA’s
season also as a few adjustments are
put into place. First, the Substantive
Law Committees have been renamed
Sections. The new structure expects
the same from the Chair and Vice
Chair of each section, but enables
them to invite more members to
the leadership group and divide and
conquer the tasks at hand. The goal
is that the Sections will be enabled to
provide more benefits to their members and maintain a level of benefit
and activity from year to year. The
Section Chair and Vice Chair will be
looking for volunteers to lead these
groups, so please volunteer and get
involved. The tasks have been laid
out so that some can be done with a
minimum of time from the member,
but each has a large impact on the
Section.

The second change to leadership
structure is that those focused on the
needs of newer attorneys are now
part of the New Lawyer Division.
This group will include the New
Lawyer Chair and Vice Chair, the
two New Lawyer Directors on the
Board and others whose programs
directly impact the newer attorneys.
This group working together will
be able to expand on existing programming geared toward new lawyers that teaches them about specific
areas of the law, but also prepares
them for the business elements of
their practice.
Both of these changes are sort
of like DCBA beefing up their farm
system. New leaders are being developed and member benefit programs
are improved in quality and quantity. DCBA is putting these plans
in place to prepare for even more
growth. So, if you are a fan who has
not tuned into DCBA for a while,
please take some time and check
things out. Come out to an event
or an MCLE program, take a look
around the resources on our website, or volunteer to be on a Section
Leadership group. I hope that you
will renew your dues and join us for
the DCBA 2015-2016 season. This
is the Year! □

ILLINOIS LAW UPDATE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 39
visitation. Rather, the Court held
that the doctrine is merely an equitable remedy and is not meant to
create a parent-child relationship
for legal purposes. Ultimately, the
Court rejected the appellate court’s
application of the equitable adoption
doctrine and affirmed the remaining
appellate court and trial court rulings
that the Boyfriend lacked standing.
Hague petitions are independent actions and the International
Child Abduction Remedies Act
provides original and concurrent
jurisdiction to trial courts to hear
Hague petitions, separate from any
underlying complaint.
In re Marriage of Krol and Kubala,
2015 IL App (1st) 140976, 2015
WL 895230 (March 2, 2015)
By Katie C. Galanes, Danya
A. Grunyk, Zachary D. Keller,
Victoria C. Kelly, Hillary A.
Sefton, Leah D. Setzen, and
David J. Zwaska4
In In re Marriage of Krol and
Kubala, the wife and husband were
married and had a child in Poland.
4
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Prior to the husband filing a petition for dissolution of their marriage
in Poland, the wife traveled with the
child to the United States. While
here, the wife filed a petition for dissolution of marriage. The husband
then filed a “request for return” of
the child pursuant to the Hague
Convention. Upon ruling, the trial
court found that Poland was the habitual residence of the minor child
and that, due to the wrongful removal
of the child by the wife, the minor
child should be returned to Poland.
Following the court’s order, the wife
filed a motion for voluntary dismissal
of her petition for dissolution and a
motion to reconsider and vacate the
order, which the court denied.
On appeal, the wife argued 1)
that the trial court improperly allowed the husband’s Hague petition
to “stand alone” after the voluntary
dismissal of the petition for dissolution of marriage; 2) that the trial
court’s orders after dismissal were
void ab initio; 3) that a substantial change in circumstances had occurred; and 4) that the child should
have remained in the U.S.

The Court affirmed the trial
court’s order finding that a Hague
petition is an independent action
and that the International Child
Abduction Remedies Act provides
original and concurrent jurisdiction to trial courts to hear Hague
petitions, separate from any underlying complaint. As part of its
reasoning the Court considered the
goal of promptly returning children
wrongfully removed and preventing parents who remove children
from forum shopping. As a result
of the trial court’s original and concurrent jurisdiction over the Hague
petition, all orders entered after the
underlying petition for dissolution
was voluntarily dismissed were not
void ab initio. Finally, the Court
found that any substantial change
in circumstances that might warrant an order for the child to stay
within the United States was due
to the wife’s failure to comply with
court orders and that such a defense
to the return of the child did not
exist within the legislative terms of
the Hague Convention. □

If you wish to submit a contribution for inclusion in a future edition of the Illinois Law Update,
please e-mail Michael R. Sitrick, Illinois Law Update editor, at sitrick.m@gmail.com.
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May the Hinges of our
Friendship Never Grow Rusty
BY CEE-CEE NAJER A

I

t is the end of an era. My mentor,
Brenda Carroll, will be stepping
down from her position as Legal
Aid’s fearless Director on June 30,
2015, and I will take over the reins of
the office. I will have some very big
Ferragamos to fill, but I hope to make
her and our Bar Association proud.
In the meantime, you can probably
find me in the corner of my office
weeping. I jest. Brenda will be taking
a much deserved vacation for about a
month after she steps down, and will
return as a part time attorney with
our office to do all of our guardianship and adoption cases.
Since 1988, Brenda has served
as Director of DCBA’s Legal Aid
Service. Her deep dedication to serve
the indigent, perpetual hard work,
and thoughtfulness cannot be duplicated. I spoke with Brenda recently
about our shrinking budget (one of
the reasons she is stepping down)
and what she will miss most about
being Director. I was struck by her
unbounding gratefulness for all of
the lawyers we work with, her graceful humility, and thoughtfulness. She
sincerely appreciates that every person has a strength and gift they bring
to the table. Her perspective and intellect are what I will miss most about
not having her in the office every day.
She says she will miss working with
lawyers every day the most because
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we are in a profession that allows us
to build friendships amongst our colleagues, do important work, and well,
lawyers have great senses of humor. I
spoke with John Pcolinski soon after
Law Day, and he stated that he admired Brenda for the difficult job she
does, under difficult circumstances,
while still retaining her wry wit. He
went on to tell me at the Law Day
Luncheon that he had told Brenda
that he appreciated how grateful his
Legal Aid client was after he helped
her last year, and that the client had
even brought him a bottle of wine
at Christmas time as a thank you.
Brenda replied sweetly and jokingly,
“Aww, how did she know?”
Some of Brenda’s favorite memories are of her colleagues during the
trip we took with DCBA, to be sworn
in at the Supreme Court, under then
DCBA President, Judge Neal Cerne.
Don Ramsell was our sponsor,
whom Brenda and many others, admire for his intelligence and gumption to “take on whomever.” It was
such a great opportunity to ogle the
Justices. Connie Gessner even had
her own “brush” with the famous
Justice Sandra Day O’Connor outside of the room in which we were sequestered to wait for our cue to walk
into the Supreme Court’s Gallery.
Connie spotted Justice O’Connor
who was approaching down the

corridor, slowly, with her hand extended. Connie thought that she was
coming to greet and shake hands.
So, Connie also extended her hand.
As Justice O’Connor got closer she
growled, “Step aside. I need to get
by.” Guess we hadn’t caught the
Justice in a warm or fuzzy moment.
I digress. Brenda is also grateful and
fondly remembers all of the staff attorneys, volunteer attorneys, interns,
and other volunteers that have come
through the office, many of whom
still stop by for lunch years after
they’ve moved on. It is a testament
to the relationships that Brenda has
built. She has been a mentor and a
protector to many while serving the
needy and vulnerable of the DuPage
County Community.
Brenda takes on some of the
most difficult cases. For example,
did you know that she has a divorce
case where she represents a Mother
who is in China? The children are
in China with paternal grandparents, and Brenda is protecting the
Mother’s rights to see the children.
She was also appointed as GAL on
a case where one parent has been diagnosed with Dissociative Identity
Disorder. Just how many parties
does she have to deal with? She is always ready for a challenge. One of
her most favorite clients of all time
was a single mom, with a special

needs child, and a difficult and violent opposing party. That opposing
party was eventually imprisoned.
Brenda describes the case she had
years ago as challenging; and the
client as intelligent, warm, cooperative, and grateful. It is certain that
Brenda made quite an impression
on the client as well. Brenda ran
into her several months ago, and the
client gave her a bear hug so tight
that Brenda nearly lost her breath.
Brenda is tough when she needs to
be. She is a breast cancer survivor
after all. She has a way with difficult

clients. I do hope that I have learned
how to level with a difficult client in
a real, but kind, way from her.
Brenda is truly one of a kind,
and a wonderful colleague and
friend who we know will always be
in our corner. On June 24, 2015
there will be an Appreciation Night
for Brenda. Please join us in saying
THANK YOU to Brenda for serving Legal Aid, the DCBA, and the
DuPage County Community, at
the IVY, in Wheaton, from 5 p.m.
until 7 p.m. May the hinges of our
friendship never grow rusty! □

Know Your Website
www.dcba.org
has lots to offer.
Did you know?
The website has a complete,
up to date
Member Directory.
Login and go to Legal
Community/Programs & Resources. Search by Name,
Law Concentration, State
Licensing and more!
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ISBA UPDATE

Challenges to New Lawyers
BY JAMES F. MCCLUSKEY

T

hursday, April 30 through
Saturday, May 2, 2015, the
Civil Practice Section Council
of the Illinois State Bar Association
held the bi-annual Allerton conference. The Allerton Conference is
one of the premiere events hosted
by the Illinois State Bar Association.
Personal invitations from the Allerton
Conference committee are sent to
leading members of the ISBA requesting their attendance.
Over the years, the Allerton
Conference recommendations have
been implemented by the Illinois
Supreme Court and the Federal Court
of the Northern District of Illinois. For
example, cameras in the courtroom,
questions by jurors during trial and
jury instruction changes have grown
out of past Allerton Conferences.
The subject of the Allerton
Conference 2015 was “New Realities
of Civil Practice: Economics, Ethics
and Innovation”.
On Thursday evening, a reception
was held in honor of Chief Justice Rita
B. Garman. A full day was presented
on Friday, May 1. The first morning
session consisted of a lively discussion regarding “Issues Facing Younger
Lawyers: Expenses and Experiences.”
The average debt of young lawyers
upon graduation from law school
today is approximately $150,000. This
does not include undergraduate debt.
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The challenges to Millennials working
with Generation X and Baby Boomers
was a subject of serious debate. Baby
Boomers in the audience complained
that the Millennials did not present
themselves professionally and civilly
in court. This was countered by the
Millennials who said that they need
more mentoring by the Baby Boomers
and after all, it was stated that the Baby
Boomers created the Millennials.
The second morning session discussed New Challenges for the Bar:
Non-Traditional Providers of Legal
Services. A discussion evolved regarding the traditional practice of law
being under assault due to the internet. The onset of Legal Zoom, AVVO
and various other on-line services
created many changes to the business of law. In addition, in the State
of Washington, the use of Limited
Licensed Legal Technicians (LLLT)
further erodes the economic position
of lawyers. The argument in favor of
Limited Licensed Legal Technicians
is that the cost of legal services is unaffordable not only to low income
people, but to those with moderate
incomes. It is highly unlikely that the
answer to affordability of legal services
is through the Limited Licensed Legal
Technician rule.
Specific concerns were discussed,
such as that the LLLTs authorized to
engage in discrete legal and law related

activities will not be able to meet the
portion of the public’s need for help in
family law matters which require the
provision of individualized legal representation in complex, contested family
law matters.
The afternoon session discussed
the Changing Landscape of Litigation:
Evolving Requirements. The Federal
courts have long recognized that the
costs of litigation may outstrip the
benefits. The 2015 amendments to the
Federal Civil Rules of Procedure restrict the scope of the permissible discovery in an effort to enhance the role
of proportionality as a limitation of
discovery. The goal on proportionality
states that parties may obtain discovery
regarding any non-privileged matter
that is relevant to any party’s claim or
defense and proportional to the needs
of the case considering the importance

James F. McCluskey, a principal of
Momkus McCluskey LLC, handles a wide
range of litigation. His areas of expertise
incorporate 30 years of experience in
contract, shareholder disputes, real
estate, partnership dissolution, and
professional liability litigation. He is the
18th Circuit’s Governor of the Illinois
State Bar Association and Past President
of the DCBA.

of the issues at stake in the action, the
amount in controversy, the parties’ relative access to relevant information,
the parties’ resources, the importance
of discovery in resolving the issues, and
whether the burden or expense of the
proposed discovery outweighs its likely
benefit. The key to the proportionality
rule is that a discovery request must be
assessed in the context of the actual litigation so that the request that might
be reasonable in a billion dollar dispute
may well be disproportionate and thus
unduly burdensome in a matter where
the amount at issue is smaller. I, for
one, applaud this rule. More often the
legal fees exceed the amount in controversy. Oftentimes, lawyers get involved
in extensive litigation to benefit their
income as opposed to resolving the
dispute for the client.
Lastly, in the afternoon session
many lawyers commented that Illinois
Supreme Court Rule 23 orders should
be cited as precedential. The clear intent of Rule 23 was to avoid the publication of dispositions which added
nothing to the available body of substantive law or precedent; however, as
Mr. Robert Park of the ISBA Civil
Law and Practice Section Council
points out in his Trial Brief article of
December 20, 2014, “Many Rule 23
orders contain important and unique
statements of the law, which could be
of value to the brief writers and judicial decision makers at the trial and appellate level.” He urges Illinois lawyers
and judges to take appropriate steps to
ask the Supreme Court to abolish Rule
23(e)(1) so that the entire body of the
Illinois appellate case law which is
now, in Justice Kilbride’s words, “readily available to lawyers, judges and law
clerks can be put to good use in briefs
and decisions”.
During the second afternoon
session, a discussion centered
around an amendment to Illinois

Supreme Court Rule 711 to allow
a third year clinical externship for
law students in which they would
work at a private law firm for pay
and law school credit. The law
schools are primarily controlled by
the American Bar Association with
respect to what a law student can or
cannot do for law school externship
credit. Currently, the ABA does not
allow externships for pay at private
law firms during a student’s third
year. The cost of legal education
coupled with the lack of practical
experience and the current economy
has hampered a law graduate’s ability to obtain employment. Together
with non-traditional legal services,
the practice of law in the 21st century is an ongoing challenge. The
Illinois State Bar Association more
than ever should take the lead with
the Illinois Supreme Court to not
only protect but to preserve the profession to better serve the client’s
needs. This writer truly believes that
the profession and the public would
be better served by allowing the
private sector to work closely with
the Illinois Supreme Court and the
law schools in the State of Illinois
to promote this profession through
well-trained law students and
through paid externships at public
and private institutions so that upon
graduation they are employable.
Lastly, this is my last ISBA
Update. It has been a pleasure serving the members of the DuPage
County Bar Association for the past
six years as their Board representative
to the Illinois State Bar Association.
Richard D. Felice has served the profession well as the President of the
Illinois State Bar Association this past
year. I wish Umberto Davi the best
of luck and please support him in his
installation at Lake Geneva on June
19, 2015. □

LRS Stats from
4/1/2015 to
4/30/2015:
The Lawyer Referral &
Mediation Service received a total
of 478 referrals, including 17
in Spanish (373 by telephone, 6
walk-in, and 99 online referrals) for
the month of April.
If you have questions regarding the service, attorneys please call
Cynthia Garcia at (630) 653-7779 or
email cgarcia@dcba.org. Please refer
clients to call (630) 653-9109 or request a referral through the website
at www.dcba.org.
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  3
  1
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CLASS
CLASS ACTION
ACTION LITIGATION
LITIGATION
CLASS ACTION LITIGATION

In
In our
our prosecution
prosecution and
and defense
defense of
of class
class actions
actions throughout
throughout the
the United
United
States
in
Federal
and
State
Courts,
we
are
proud
of
our
recent
In
our
prosecution
and
defense
of
class
actions
throughout
the United
States in Federal and State Courts, we are proud of our recent
accomplishments,
which
include
States
in Federal and
State
Courts,the
wefollowing:
are proud of our recent
accomplishments,
which
include
the
following:
accomplishments, which include the following:
Walczak
Walczak v.
v. Onyx
Onyx Acceptance
Acceptance Corporation
Corporation
Class
certification
order
by
Walczak
v. Onyx Acceptance
Corporation
Class
certification
order affirmed
affirmed
by the
the Appellate
Appellate Court.
Court. 365
365 Ill.App.3d
Ill.App.3d 664.
664. Represented
Represented class
class with
with
co-counsel
in
claims
involving
alleged
violations
of
Illinois
automobile
repossession
laws.
Case
settled
Class
certification
order
affirmed
by theviolations
AppellateofCourt.
Ill.App.3drepossession
664. Represented
co-counsel
in claims
involving
alleged
Illinois365
automobile
laws. class
Casewith
settled with
with
each
over
7,600
class
to
up
In
to
payment,
debt
co-counsel
claims
allegedable
violations
of Illinois
automobile
repossession
laws. Case
settled
with
each of
of the
the in
over
7,600involving
class members
members
able
to claim
claim
up to
to $2000.
$2000.
In addition
addition
to the
the damages
damages
payment,
debt
totaling
million
was
forgiven
as
all
members
as
of
the
each
of $6.5
the over
7,600
class
members
to claim
up to $2000.
to the damages payment, debt
totaling
$6.5
million
was
forgiven
as to
to able
all class
class
members
as part
part In
of addition
the settlement.
settlement.
totaling
$6.5
million was forgiven as to all class members as part of the settlement.
Lockett
Lockett v.
v. MoGreet
MoGreet
Representing
a
Lockett
v. MoGreet
Representing
a national
national settlement
settlement class
class of
of consumers
consumers who
who received
received alleged
alleged junk
junk text
text messages
messages from
from
various
chains
corporations
as
Pizza,
Cox
King
and
Representing
a national
settlement
classsuch
of consumers
who
received
allegedBurger
junk text
fromClass
various national
national
chains or
or
corporations
such
as Domino’s
Domino’s
Pizza,
Cox Media,
Media,
Burger
Kingmessages
and Mattel.
Mattel.
Class
members
able
to
claim
up
to
$105.
The
total
settlement
fund
is
$16,000,000.
various
national
or to
corporations
suchsettlement
as Domino’s
Pizza,
Cox Media, Burger King and Mattel. Class
members
able tochains
claim up
$105. The total
fund
is $16,000,000.
members
able to claim up to $105. The total settlement fund is $16,000,000.
Terrill
Terrill v.
v. Hilton
Hilton
Hilton
Court
Terrill
v. Hiltona
Hilton Oakbrook
Court certified
certified
a class
class of
of all
all customers
customers of
of Hilton’s
Hilton’s
Oakbrook Terrace
Terrace Hotels.
Hotels. Following
Following successful
successful
interlocutory
(338
Ill.App.3d
631),
in
the
for
of
in
Hilton Oakbrook
Court
certifiedappeal
a class
of all
customers
Hilton’s
Hotels.
Following
successful
interlocutory
appeal
(338
Ill.App.3d
631),ofjudgment
judgment
in favor
favor of
ofTerrace
the class
class
for millions
millions
of dollars
dollars
in damages,
damages,
prejudgment
interest
and
all
attorneys’
fees.
Affirmed
on
appeal
in
Rule
23
Opinion.
Class
received
in
interlocutory
appeal (338
631),fees.
judgment
in favor
of the class
for23millions
of Class
dollarsreceived
in damages,
prejudgment interest
and Ill.App.3d
all attorneys’
Affirmed
on appeal
in Rule
Opinion.
in
excess
of
90%
of
overcharges
with
monies
being
mailed
to
each
class
member
following
win
on
appeal.
prejudgment
interest
and
all
attorneys’
fees.
Affirmed
on
appeal
in
Rule
23
Opinion.
Class
received
in
excess of 90% of overcharges with monies being mailed to each class member following win on appeal.
Settled
identical
on
basis
against
other
national
hotel
owners
including
La
excess
90% ofcases
overcharges
with monies
being
mailed
to each
class
member
following
winMarriot,
on appeal.
Settled of
identical
cases
on a
a class-wide
class-wide
basis
against
other
national
hotel
owners
including
Marriot,
La
Quinta,
Comfort
Suites
and
Four
Points.
Settled
identical
cases
on
a
class-wide
basis
against
other
national
hotel
owners
including
Marriot,
La
Quinta, Comfort Suites and Four Points.
Quinta,
Comfort
Suites
and
Four
Points.
Jane
Jane Doe,
Doe, et
et al.
al. v.
v. Trade
Trade School
School
Court
certified
class
seeking
millions
Jane
Doe,
et
al.
v.
Trade
School
Court certified class
seeking
millions of
of dollars
dollars in
in refunds
refunds and
and other
other damages
damages for
for all
all students
students who
who took
took a
a
medical
sonography
course
did
in
The
claimed
that
Defendant
Court
certified
class seeking
millions
of obtain
dollarsjobs
in refunds
and other
damages
for all
students
whoviolated
took a
medical
sonography
course but
but
did not
not
obtain
jobs
in the
the field.
field.
The class
class
claimed
that
Defendant
violated
the
Fraud
provision
for
by
to
that
very
few
medical
sonography
course
but did not
obtain jobsschools
in the field.
The class
claimed
that
Defendant
violated
the Consumer
Consumer
Fraud Act’s
Act’s
provision
for vocational
vocational
schools
by failing
failing
to disclose
disclose
that
very
few graduates
graduates
obtained
jobs.
Appellate
Supreme
refused
to
appeal
of
Case
the
Consumer
Act’sand
provision
for Case
vocational
schools
byan
failing
to disclose
that very feworder.
graduates
obtained
jobs. Fraud
Appellate
and
Supreme
Case
refused
to hear
hear
an
appeal
of class
class certification
certification
order.
Case
settled
on
class-wide
basis
with
some
students
recovering
up
to
$7,500.
obtained
Appellate
and
Supreme
Case refused
to hearupantoappeal
settled onjobs.
class-wide
basis
with
some students
recovering
$7,500.of class certification order. Case
settled
on class-wide
basis Fitch
with some students recovering up to $7,500.
Boundas
Boundas v.
v. Abercrombie
Abercrombie &
& Fitch
Representing
national
of
Boundas
v. Abercrombie
& Fitch
Representing
national class
class
of consumers
consumers that
that received
received a
a $25
$25 purchase
purchase reward
reward card
card that
that allegedly
allegedly did
did not
not
contain
defendant
claims
have
expiration
date
Representing
nationaldate
classbut
of which
consumers
that received
a $25 purchase
rewardan
that allegedly
didwill
notno
contain an
an expiration
expiration
date
but
which
defendant
claims should
should
have contained
contained
ancard
expiration
date and
and
will
no
longer
honor.
Class
action
certified
by
District
Court
and
7th
Circuit
denied
request
for
interlocutory
appeal
contain
an expiration
date but
whichbydefendant
claims
should
have contained
an expiration
date andappeal
will no
longer honor.
Class action
certified
District Court
and
7th Circuit
denied request
for interlocutory
of
certification
in
case.
280
F.R.D.
408.
longer
Class action
certified by
District
of class
classhonor.
certification
in Abercrombie
Abercrombie
case.
280Court
F.R.D.and
408.7th Circuit denied request for interlocutory appeal
of
class
certification
in
Abercrombie
case.
280
F.R.D.
408.
Daniels
Daniels v.
v. Hollister
Hollister
Representing
national
class
of
consumers
that
received
Daniels v. Hollister
Representing
national class of consumers that received a
a $25
$25 purchase
purchase reward
reward card
card that
that allegedly
allegedly did
did not
not
contain
an
expiration
date
but
which
defendant
claims
should
have
contained
an
expiration
date
and
Representing
nationaldate
classbut
of which
consumers
that received
a $25 purchase
rewardancard
that allegedly
didwill
notno
contain an expiration
defendant
claims should
have contained
expiration
date and
will
no
longer
honor.
Class
action
certified
by
New
Jersey
State
Court.
contain
an
expiration
date
but
which
defendant
claims
should
have
contained
an
expiration
date
and
will
no
longer honor. Class action certified by New Jersey State Court.
longer
honor.
Class
action
certified
by
New
Jersey
State
Court.
Shareholder
Shareholder Derivative
Derivative Lawsuits
Lawsuits
We
have
representing
shareholders
Shareholder
Derivative
Lawsuits
We
have or
or are
are
representing
shareholders of
of various
various corporations
corporations in
in shareholder
shareholder derivative
derivative lawsuits
lawsuits
involving
claims
against
management
including
cases
against
DeVry,
Cole
Taylor
Bank,
and
We
have or
are representing
shareholders
of various
in shareholder
derivative
lawsuits
involving
claims
against management
including
casescorporations
against DeVry,
Cole Taylor Bank,
and Nalco.
Nalco.
involving
claims against
management including cases against DeVry, Cole Taylor Bank, and Nalco.
Unpaid
Overtime
Class
Actions
Unpaid Overtime Class Actions
Representing
putative
members
Unpaid
Overtime
Classclass
Actions
Representing
putative
class
members in
in a
a number
number of
of cases
cases against
against employers
employers seeking
seeking repayment
repayment of
of alleged
alleged
unpaid
or
other
wage
violations
such
as
to
We
Representing
putative
a number
of cases
employers
seekingwages.
repayment
of alleged
unpaid overtime
overtime
or for
for class
other members
wage and
andinhour
hour
violations
such against
as failure
failure
to pay
pay minimum
minimum
wages.
We have
have
obtained
favorable
class
wide
settlements
wage
hour
overtime
unpaid
overtime
or for
other
wage
and hourin
failure
to paycases.
minimum wages. We have
obtained
favorable
class
wide
settlements
inviolations
wage and
andsuch
hourasand
and
overtime
cases.
obtained
favorable
class
wide
settlements
in
wage
and
hour
and
overtime
cases.
Erickson
v.
Ameritech
Erickson v. Ameritech
Court
consumer
Erickson
v. Ameritech
Court certified
certified
consumer fraud
fraud claims
claims for
for failure
failure to
to disclose
disclose hidden
hidden voicemail
voicemail charges.
charges. In
In 2005,
2005, Crain’s
Crain’s
Chicago
Business
listed
settlement
as
the
highest
in
Court
certified
consumer
fraud
claims for
to disclose
hidden voicemail charges.
Chicago
Business
listed the
the
settlement
asfailure
the third
third
highest settlement/verdict
settlement/verdict
in Illinois.
Illinois. In 2005, Crain’s
Chicago
Business listed the settlement as the third highest settlement/verdict in Illinois.
Class
Class Action
Action Defense
Defense
Defended
national
marketing
Class
Action
Defense
Defended
national
marketing company
company in
in four
four Fair
Fair Credit
Credit Reporting
Reporting Act
Act class
class claims
claims seeking
seeking over
over
$100,000,000
brought
in
federal
courts
in
Chicago
and
Maryland.
Defended
national
residential
mobile
Defended
national
marketing
company
in
four
Fair
Credit
Reporting
Act
class
claims
seeking over
$100,000,000 brought in federal courts in Chicago and Maryland. Defended national residential
mobile home
home
rental
consumer
fraud
claims.
a
of
to
companies
in
claims
$100,000,000
brought
in federal
Chicago
and Maryland.
national
residential
mobile
rental chain
chain in
in
consumer
fraud courts
claims.inDefend
Defend
a number
number
of large
largeDefended
to mid-size
mid-size
companies
in class
class
claimshome
throughout
country
defending
a
in
claims
alleging
violations
Illinois
security
rental
chainthe
in consumer
fraud claims.
Defend
a number
of large
to mid-size
in class
throughout
the
country including
including
defending
a landlord
landlord
in class
class
claims
allegingcompanies
violations of
of
Illinoisclaims
security
deposit
laws,
a
municipality
in
claims
involving
alleged
illegal
fines,
a
medical
services
finance
company
throughout
the
country
including
defending
a
landlord
in
class
claims
alleging
violations
of
Illinois
security
deposit laws, a municipality in claims involving alleged illegal fines, a medical services finance company
regarding
alleged
illegal
for
surgery
procedures.
Also
as
and
co-counsel
with
deposit
laws,
a municipality
in claims
involving
alleged
illegal fines,
medical
services
company
regarding
alleged
illegal loans
loans
for plastic
plastic
surgery
procedures.
Also aact
act
as advisors
advisors
andfinance
co-counsel
with
attorneys
who
have
asked
us
to
assist
them
in
defending
their
clients
in
class
claims.
regarding
alleged
illegal
loans
for
plastic
surgery
procedures.
Also
act
as
advisors
and
co-counsel
with
attorneys who have asked us to assist them in defending their clients in class claims.
attorneys who have asked us to assist them in defending their clients in class claims.

DiTommaso
DiTommaso Lubin,
Lubin, P.C.
P.C. || Principal
Principal Counsel:
Counsel: Vincent
Vincent L.
L. DiTommaso
DiTommaso and
and Peter
Peter S.
S. Lubin
Lubin
17
W
220
22nd
Street,
Suite
410,
Oakbrook
Terrace,
Illinois
60181
|
Tel:
630-333-0000
|
Fax:
630-333-0333
DiTommaso
Lubin,
P.C.
|
Principal
Counsel:
Vincent
L.
DiTommaso
and
Peter
S. Lubin
17 W 220 22nd Street, Suite 410, Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois 60181 | Tel: 630-333-0000 | Fax:
630-333-0333
E-mail:
website:
www.ditommasolaw.com
17
W 220classaction@ditommasolaw.com
22nd Street, Suite 410, Oakbrook Terrace,
60181 | Tel: 630-333-0000 | Fax: 630-333-0333
E-mail:
classaction@ditommasolaw.com
website:Illinois
www.ditommasolaw.com

...and
...and enter
enter into
into referral
referral and
and
co-counsel
agreements
...and
enteragreements
into referral with
and
co-counsel
with
attorneys
assist
in
co-counsel
agreements
attorneys who
who
assist us
uswith
in
prosecuting
class
action
or
attorneys
who
assist
us in
prosecuting
class
action
or
whistle
blower
claims:
prosecuting
class
action or
whistle blower
claims:
whistle blower claims:

Violations of Federal and state wage claim
Violations of Federal and state wage claim
laws
by failing
to payand
overtime
to salaried
Violations
of Federal
state wage
claim
laws
by failing
to pay overtime
to salaried
employees,
forcing
employees
to salaried
work off
laws by failing
to pay
overtime to
employees,
forcing
employees
work off
the
clock and
failingemployees
to pay minimum
employees,
forcing
to work off
the
clock and
failing to pay minimum
wages.
the clock and failing to pay minimum
wages.
wages.
Whistle Blower claims involving fraud on
Whistle Blower claims involving fraud on
the
government
or securities
purchasers.
Whistle
Blower claims
involving
fraud on
the government
or securities
purchasers.
the government or securities purchasers.
Manufacturers, retailers and advertisers
Manufacturers, retailers and advertisers
who
materially misrepresent
a product
Manufacturers,
retailers and how
advertisers
who materially misrepresent
how
a product
works
or performs
or who knowingly
sell a
who
misrepresent
how a product
worksmaterially
or performs
or who knowingly
sell a
materially
defective
product.
works
or performs
who knowingly sell a
materially
defectiveorproduct.
materially defective product.
Junk text messages received from national
Junk text messages received from national
or
well
established
Junk
text
messagescompanies.
received from national
or well
established
companies.
or well established companies.

Areas
of
Interest:
Areas
ofOvertime
Interest:
W
age
&
Hour
and
Areas
ofOvertime
Interest:
W
age & Hour
and

Minimum
Wage
Violations
W
age & Hour
Overtime
and
Minimum
Wage
Violations
Whistle
Tam) Claims
MinimumBlower
Wage (Qui
Violations
Whistle
Blower
(Qui
Tam) Claims
Unfair
Overdraft
Fees
WhistleCheck
Blower
(Qui Tam)
Claims
Unfair
Check
Overdraft
Fees
Healthcare
Product
Fraud
Unfair
Check
Overdraft
Fees
Healthcare Product Fraud
Defective
& Vehicle
Products
HealthcareCar
Product
Fraud
Defective
Car
& Vehicle
Products
InsuranceCar
Fraud
Defective
&
Vehicle
Products
Insurance Fraud
Fair
Credit Fraud
Reporting Act – FCRA
Insurance
Fair
Credit Reporting Act – FCRA
Fair Debt
Act -- FDCPA
CreditCollection
ReportingPractices
Act – FCRA
Fair Debt
Collection
Practices
Act -- FDCPA
Privacy
Violations
Fair
Debt
Collection
Practices
Act -- FDCPA
Privacy Violations
Violation
of Car Repossession Statutes
Privacy Violations
Violation
of Car Repossession Statutes
Vocational
Deception Statutes
Violation
ofSchool
Car Repossession
Vocational
School
Deception
Excessive
Charges
VocationalLate
School
Deception
Excessive
Late
Charges
Infomercials
& Deceptive
Excessive Late
Charges Advertising
Infomercials
& Deceptive
Advertising
Infomercials & Deceptive Advertising

CLASSIFIEDS

ARE YOU AN EXPERIENCED
REAL ESTATE PARALEGAL IN
NEED OF A NEW CHALLENGE?

Come join us! Est in 1978 we are a well-known
and highly regarded law firm with a track record of satisfied clients and repeat business.
We offer a great work environment, located
on the Riverwalk in downtown Naperville,
with an office of helpful lawyers and friendly
co-workers. If you are a paralegal (or equivalent) with 5+ years of real estate experience,
strong attention to detail, a positive problem
solving attitude, and good with computers
/ data entry, don’t miss out on this opportunity! Please send your resume to Len@
KuhnHeap.com.

LEGAL SECRETARY NEEDED:
Full time Legal Secretary needed for law firm.
Candidate preferably with past law firm experience. Salary dependent upon experience.
Please send resume to: trentbutcher@
aol.com or mail to Law Office of Trent
& Butcher, 350 S. Schmale Road·Suite
130, Carol Stream, Illinois 60188, Fax:
630.682.3554

SEEKING OF COUNSEL
AND OFFICE SHARING
RELATIONSHIP
Our Northern DuPage firm is searching for
an experienced, well-qualified attorney with a
book of business in criminal, business, or immigration law to expand our practice areas and
promote mutually beneficial referrals. If interested, please send your resume to amartin@
dcba.org and indicate box number 150316
in the subject line.

ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY
Busy Naperville real estate law firm seeking
full-time Associate Attorney. Will train the
right person. If you are willing to put in the
time and effort this could lead to an equity
share in the practice. Please send a resume and
cover letter to lisa@murzynlaw.net. The cover
letter must contain your minimum salary requirement. Please include why you are interested in this position and more about you
that is not in the resume.

GENEVA

DOWNERS GROVE

Office for rent in nicely furnished, professional
suite of offices. Conference room, Internet,
reception area, secretarial area available if
needed. Located on Route 38/Roosevelt Road
in Geneva. $500 per month includes Internet
and utilities. Call 630-232-2228 to schedule
a time to see it.

Two-attorney general practice law firm has a
2nd story private office 11’ x 12’ available with
window overlooking the park. Includes reception/phone answering, two conference rooms,
internet, copier/scanner/fax, kitchen and utilities. Possible referrals. Contact Connie at
630.969.3903.

SHARED OFFICE SPACE IN
DOWNTOWN NAPERVILLE

LISLE - EXECUTIVE
CONFERENCE ROOM

Renovated coach house off Washington St. in
downtown Naperville. Rent includes an approx. 600 sq. ft. office, shared kitchenette, use
of shared conference room, one garage parking
space and shared visitor parking. $1,000 per
month plus utilities (O.B.O.) Please contact
Melanie @ (630) 328-2847 or mleonard@
melanieleonard.com.

NAPERVILLE – 1155 S.
WASHINGTON STREET
1st floor office in two story masonry building
with seven attorney practices, two accountants
and a private investigator included as current
tenants. Attached parking lot, scheduled use
of a shared central conference room, use of the
main lobby and waiting area and all utilities
are included as part of lease. Comcast internet
and phone and use of copy and fax machines
are available on site for additional charges.
Rent for this space is $850 per month. If interested, please contact tonycellucci@hotmail.com; 630-544-8545 or 630-961-9693.

WHEATON DANADA AREA
One, Two or Three offices in prestigious
Danada area of Wheaton; Secretarial Space;
conference room, kitchen, reception area,
copier; Available July 1. Office - $650;
Secretarial-$75 per month. Call (630) 2609647.

Available for meetings, depositions, seminars,
client interviews, etc. Can be used as a mail
drop by prior arrangement.
•	Located in a professional office building
on Rt. 53 in Lisle, next to River Bend Golf
Course
•	Close to I-355 and I-88.
•	
Wireless broadband Internet connection
available.
•	Use of common areas, including waiting
room and kitchenette.
•	Ideal for attorneys, accountants, and other
professionals.
•	Terms $25 per hour or $125 per day.
ADDITIONAL OFFICE SPACE ALSO
AVAILABLE. (630) 960-0500 tman@irstax.
com www.irstax.com

County Court Reporters, Inc.
600 S. County Farm Rd.
Suite 200B
Wheaton, IL 60187
www.countycourtreportersinc.net
ccr600@ameritech.net
630.653.1622
630.653.4119 (fax)
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WHERE TO BE IN JUNE

Installation of Officers and Directors

P

lease join us at the Medinah
Shrine Center in Addison
(550 Shriners Dr, Addison, IL
60101) on June 4 at 5:30 p.m. for the
installation of James J. (Jay) Laraia
and other Officers and Directors.
Included in the installation will be
the newly elected members: 3rd
Vice President, J. Matthew Pfeiffer,
Directors, David A. Friedland,
Gregory P. Adamo, Arthur W.
Rummler,
re-elected
Patrick
L. Edgerton, and New Lawyer
Director, Ashley Bump. Also to
be sworn in are General Counsel,
Mark Bishop, Associate General
Counsel, Shawn Kasserman and
Assistant Treasurer, Kiley Whitty.
The Honorable Stephen J. Culliton
will conduct the swearing-in ceremony and Joseph M. Laraia will be
the keynote speaker.

In addition to the installation of
Officers, Brigid Duffield will be receiving the “Ralph A Gabric Award
for Professional Excellence”. This
award was first conferred June, 1997
and is presented to that member of
the DuPage County Bar Association
whose personality, leadership and

professionalism have significantly
enhanced the organization as exemplified by the characteristics of Ralph
A. Gabric, president of the DCBA
1981-1982.
The DuPage County Bar
Foundation will also present the
William J. Bauer Law School
Scholarship to Marie Sarantakis
and Ambassador Scholarships
to Christian Bishop, Thomas
Fitzpatrick, Katherine Kargl and
Victoria Muller.
The ticket price includes one
hour of open bar and dinner. Please
be sure to indicate your dinner choice
when registering. Tickets are $75 if
you register by May 28th, after May
28th tickets are $95. As always, this is
a wonderful event and a great way to
spend time with colleagues someplace
other than the courthouse. □

Benefit Highlight
Lawyer Referral Service

Looking to grow your practice? Join the DCBA Lawyer Referral Service! In
the last year, the LRS has sent over 8,500 referrals to our 200 members.
As an added bonus, DCBA members receive
discount pricing on LRS membership!
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